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ft ABSTRACT

INFORMATION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS THROUGH PLASMAS

The degradation in information content undergone by surveillance and communication

signals transmitted through the plasma shea•tt)I•es-l calculated"mn-+s repo^i for some

specific re-entry conditions. A comparative analysisý6\hmen made for all present day

types of modulations assuming a flush mounted slot antenna located near the stagnation

point of the re-entry vehicle and operating near, but above, the plasma frequency. The

analysis is based on a transfer function which relates the space-time Fouruir transforms of

the antenna exciting field to the received radiatioi field. The end results, presented

graphically in terms of both error probability and transinformation vs. input signal to noise

ratio, are based on the calculated pulse dist-x~tion undergone by the signal as it traverses

TR S
the plasma sheath. The results of/A*14-study point out that for the plasma model under

consideration the performance of all modulated signals is degraded with the greatest

degradation o==IM for Amplitude Keying and the least degradation oozurTkg for Phase

Shift Keying. ( )
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study progrom is to calculate the information dtegradation undergone by

surveillance and communication s;gnals transmilteI through re-entry plasmas, in order to arrive

ultimately at specifications for .,,e optimum design of communication and surveillance equipment.

As well known, the effect of the plasma skieath around re-e.,-ry vehicles is to alter the charocteris-

tics of electromagnetic signals propogousing through it and consequently degrade the performance of the

associated surveillonce and ý.uiriun;cntion systems. The plasmu introduces alterations which severely

limrir the reception range. It clso introduces dispersion, which is responsible for smearing the envelope

of the ti-ansmitted RF pulses, thus causing interference between adjacent pulses of digital signals; as

0 result, the error rate increases, causing a reduction c' iiformat;on capacity.

In line will- the above objecoives and i-he plasma sheath effect on commun'cotion and surveillance

signals, the following study tasks have been carried out onJ are discussed in respective sections.

Task I: A rea*!stic plasma sheath model has been derived for the stognati-in point of ICBM's

and IRBM. Curves show-ng plasma frequency, coilision frequency and plasma sheath thickness

verius altitude for a variety of re-ertry conditions are given in Section II, Task I.

Task II: The output response of the plasmano sheath to an input electromagnetic pulse has been

derived for some ranges of plasma parameters; the result is based on the obtainment of a transfer

function relating the signal strength and waveforms at both terminal e,ds of a communicati,)n or

surveillonce link, taking into account the antenna characteristics 4 the system. The pulse Jegrodo-

tion caused by the specific trans;er functions derived are discussed in ':ection I1, Task il.

Task Ill: Utilizing the output of the two previous tasks, 6ie ptrforma'. : .4 several typical

communication and ,urveillonce digital signals has been derived by calculating the error probability

and the trons-norwootion as a function of signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, a p,,!iminary system

analysis is given, which shows the optimum digitoi mocdulation for a given re-entry mission as a

fuvrK'c oi traiectery. These matter, are tiAscvuue 0 length in Sectian II, Taok Ill.



Finolly, Conclusionm and Recommendations ore given in Section Ill. The results of thb prewent

study point out that for the plasma model under consideration, the performance of all modulation signals

;s d•egroded, the greatest degradation occurring for Amplitude KeyiNr and the least degiodation for

Pha& Shift Keying. it ;i also hown that the attenuation is proh;b~tive over most oa th, re-entry Pct4i

if the antenna is located near the stagnation point and that signal performance depends very crtically

on antenna location. It is, therefore, recommended that an accurate and realistic re-entry rrodel for

location other than tW, stagnation be derived, in order to determine the mc.st advantageous antenna

placement in regard to information tarasfer efficiency.



SECTION II

TASK I: DETERMINATION OF RE-FNTRY PLASMA MODEL

The objective of this etloi Is to set up a realItic plasom nodel of re-entry condi-

tions typical of ballistic and glide vehicles. Such a model musL be necessity include vehicle

trajectories from whlct. the plasmas parameten are derived. The Import1ance of accurate calcu-

laticn of plasma parameters cannot be overstressed; they form the bad rbone of any useful pre-

dictions concernlg the effects of re-entry on command control signals.

The analysis presented In thii section Is divided into two parts:

1) Detennination of re--ntry trajectories as a function of 6ul I ic coefficlent, re-

entry angle, velocity. Pertinent results ore Dlotted vs. altitude in figv'res l-5to 1-9*.

2) Computation of plasma p'tametenm that Is, plasm frequency, collision frequency

and plasma sheath tickrns as a function of the several trajectories obtained In (I). The

pert;nent parameters are plotted vs. altitude in figures 1-15 to 11-18 and figures 1-20 to 1-25.

The result of this analysis shaw that plceno and collisflý frequencies vary morkedly at

low altitudes 6y sveral orders of magnitude as a functioo oi the bollilsic •oefflcett at high

altitude the vmrliations do not exceed one order of fragnitude. turthermore, both plasm and

colllsion frequencies do nr change by more thon .nm order of magnltu& as a functlon of re-

entry angle, all other variables rewainling "ho same. Thýe plama heat!h thicknei, on the othir

haKnl, remains oppoximately constant for all tyoes of triectu-twos condered and ht, a "ni-

tuvde o the order 5% to 6% of the naqw rodf&.

*The Itomnan numenals Preceding t*he fi igur- Pumbe refer to th* conrvhaonding Tok number.



I. 1 Calculation of Re-entry Trajectories

Trajectories of re-entry vehicles, whether they be ballistic, glide or interplanetary, ore

cotmpris#d of two phases: (a) the phase outside the earth's atmosphere where gravitationai

effects are dominant, and (b) fhe phase within the earth's atmosphere where drag effects

are dominant. Various methods have been used for separating the two phases, dependent

to sam~e extent on the nature of the re-entry vehicle. 1,2 For ICBM and IRBM re-entry

vehicles, it has been fcund that drag effects do not appear in measurable quantities until

the re-entry vehicle has descended below 300,000 feet. Therefore, the 300,000 feet al-

titude level has been selected as the demarcation point between the two phases of the re-

entry veh'*ie trajectory. Above this level drag force; are not present and ballistic or

free flight techniques are employed to find relarionships between parameters such as cutoff/

re-entry velocity, cutoff/re-'antry angle, apogee, time of flight, and range. The values

of the paratetrs (especially velocity and flight angle) at 300,000 feet altitude, together

with the ballistic coefficient of the re-entry vehicle constitute the input conditons for

the re-entry ph*-* of the flight.

Ball!ic Trajectories

Consider the points A and B on the earth's surfac. betw~en which a ballistic trajecrexy

is desired, a shown in figure I-1. The effective atmosphere extending to an altitude of

300,000 feet is shvwr to scale in the figure. This altitude is slightly greater than one percent

of the earth's rmdius (3962 miles. For purpose of simplification it is assumed that th6 earth

with atmosphre included has a 4000 mile radius, and that cutoff and re-entry occur at the

two points on tha earth's surface between which the boil iitic trajectory is required.

1 .CDUnJ•cnn, 'Dynamics of Atmosoeic Entry, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
New York, 1962.

2. R. J. Tololco, "Simpiifled Dacoy Aetrodynamic Deign Te"hniqes and Poartetric Studiei",
Avco Corporation, Roearch and Advanced Develapment Division, Technical Meworomonum

4 RAD-TM-62-38, 28 July 1952 (SecrwO.



As shown in figure I-1, r.umerous ballistic trajectories, paths a, b, c, d, or e, between points

A and B are possible. Each will have a unique cutoff/re-entry angle and velocity. In as much

as the weight of the re-entry vehicle traversing the various pcths is assumed to be the same,

each traleictory will have a unique launch energy associated with It, That path requiring

minimum launch energy is termed the optimum ballistic or free flight trajectory. (Alternate!)-

stated, the optimum ballistic trajectory will cover the greatest range for given launch energy or

velocity).

Krause 3 has o&ained general relationships for optimum trajectory parameters, based on the

motion of a vehicle of constant rriass m in the gravitational field of a spherical body oi mass M

outride the atmosphere. The variation of gravity with altitude and the c,.rvature of the central

body am taken into consideration. The free flight motion of the re-entry vehicle "s governed by

a central force

-GMm

K 
0(-i0

where G is Newton's gravitntional constant. The obbreviation

p - GM = goro2 (1 -2)

where ro w rodiui, and go - gravitational acceleration on the surface of the central body, is

used in the relationships.

Also used is a dimensionless velocity parameter at cutoff Q., defined as the square of the

ratio of the cutoff velocity to the circular velocityt

QC Vý(1-3)
vci

C. 4. G. L. Kraue, "Free Flight Trajectories Cloe to Celestial Bodies," Chapter 7, iandbook
of Astronautical Engineering, McGraw-Hill Book Compary, In.., New Yovk, 1961.
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Since te circulr veloclty m* be such that Itts noroal Occelertior' (O n ) 2 is eqa andr

opposite to the gravltatlnal acceleration of the central body,

Vcir2

.= --- (1-4)
0

or, by equation 0

2 = .•- (1-5)
Vcr grro

&ib;htting into "ion(3

2ro VC
(1 -6)

Among the relationships given by Krouse for optimnum free flights are the following. The

optimum angle (1 departure for maximum a,nge is expressed as a function of range angi by:
Cos it -.L_

cot 20 - (1-7)sin 9

where e - optimum flight path angle

V - maximum ground range angle

rc radius vector at cutoff

rt radius vector at toiwnaI point

as shown in figure 1-2. Note that 0, the angle between the vodlus vector and the velocity vector,

Is the camplement of the depoturo/e-4ntry angle y ; I. ,e., - 90°' - y. For the case rc = rt = ro,

"equatIon (7) reduces to

cot 2 ( "-8)
$in 9

The relationship between optimum departure angle and cutoff veloc;ty Is given byt

6



+1

tone - ]" t (!-9)
(+1)]

For the case r. irt ro equation (9) reduces to

ton e 
O=

The relationship between the maximum ground range angle and cutoff velocity is given byt

Qc +(.

= r C(L 1 (I-li)2 _.2 (r +.c
IQC rt

For the case rc ' equation (11) reduces toC t '0

tan ( =T2)
22 2

The relationship between the summit altitude (apogee) and the cutoff veiocity for the case

rc = rt = r0 is given by:

rc I (1-13)
ro 2 - Qc

where r i; the radius vector at the summ5t.s

Finally, the relationship between the time of flight and the cutoff velocity poramneter is given

by: /

S- 3/2r
tt t e "t

2 - - ) (I "- V + Cos(-t _/22-Q

(R)e.



where Re equatorial radius of the central body

r- ( + 1) (2 -. )3 (1-1)

4For the oc. r t W r€ - R* - ro, od where, oeoordirn to Herrwek and Baker# the ooftfnt

3/2Re--- 806."8c. ([-16)

1/2

was used, equation (14) reduces to:

tt - tc ( )806(8(iV)321cV+ co. 1

with

v = !-I 2Q (1-18)

Based on equatio: (8) , (10 , (12), (13), and (17) above, the total range of the optimum

free flight trajectory expressed in statute miles, is selected as the independent variable and

corresponaing valves of: (1) total flight tims, (Z departure angle, (3) cutoff velocity, and

(4) apogee altitude am plotted in figures 1-3 and 1-4.

Since the trajectories are symmetrical about their mid-range, the re-entry angle is equal to

the departure angle, and tho re-entry velocity is the some as the cutoff velocity.

In obtaining th, -urves of rigures -3 and 1-4, the effects of the earth's rtotation and atmosphere

were not considered. It is pointed out that cutoff and re-entry were assumed to occur at the same

eltitude-and total range and flight time are measured between these points. These simplifying

assumptions permit the curves to be applied very wl-'eiy with negligible errors.

4. Samuel Herrick, R. M. L. Baker, Jr., and C. G. Hilton, Gravitatc.-•l and Related Con-
stonts for Accurate Space Navigation", Proceedings of the 8th Inturnational Astrwoutlcol
Federation Congress, Barcelona, 1957, pp. 147-235, Springer-Verlag, Vienna, 1958,
University of Collfanla, Lm. Angeles, Autro. Papers, vol. 1, pp. 297-338; ARS Preprint
497-57, 1957.



Re-entry, Paths

Re-entry conditions for optirnur' ICBM cnd IRBM trajectories may now be obtained directly

from figures 1-3 and 1-4. For example, assuming ICBM ranges of 5500 and 7000 mi.es, and IRBM

ranges of 1200 and 2000 miles one obtains:

ICBM Re-entry Path

Range, miles 5500 7000
Re-entry angle, degrees 25.1 19.7
Re-entry velocity, ft./sec, 22950 24200

IRBM Re-entry Path

Range, miles 1200 2000
Re-entry angle, degrees 40. 7 37. 8
Re-entry velocity, ft. /sec. 13350 16400

The above data are for optimum trajectories, i. e., those yield;ng maximum range for each

particular missile. Althotjh many flight5 are made urder, or close to, such condii ion, in

numerous instances sub-optimum flights are employed. Fur example, a solid fuel missile with

a 7000 mile range capability (following an optimum traiectory) is to ke used for striking a target

5500 miles away. Since the cutoff velocity cannot be altered, the ciosr target can be reached

only by changing the cutoff departure ,,ngle. The new departure angle may be found from the

expression

X r ton- I Q c sin6 cos ] (1-19)

where X s is the ground range to the summit, or half the tutal ground range (see Fgure 2) , and

the other terms are as previou•iy defined.

Using the exomple previously referred to where the cutoff velocity .s 24,200 ft./sec., and

the new total ground range is 5500 miles,



Vc2  2
Q 24 ,200) 0.870 (1-20)

Or 32, 2(39%2) (5280)

55OO
X ----- 2750 (1-21)

2

Then from equation (19)

0 , 81.80 or 48.00 (1-22)

and

y = 90-e - 8.20 or 42.00 (0-23)

Thus the 5500 mile target could be hit by launching at 8. 20 or 42, 00 (instead of 19. 70 to hit

the optimum 7000 mile target). Since the higher trojectowy would require a greater flight time

and be vulnerable to gr-iter error, the smaller launch angle is selected.

Similarly the 2000 mile range IRBM launched at 16,400 ft./sec. at an angle of 37. 80 may be

made to strike a target at 1200 miles by reducing the launch ,nnqle to 14. 20.

Re-entry Profiles

The two sub-optimum trajectories discussed above were added to the four optimum trajecthies

previously des:ribed. For each of the six trmjectories, re-entry paths were determined for three

different bolliwtic coefficients: 2000, 1200, and 5(y). The bollistic 'oefficient, B, of 1200

is typical for re-entry vehicles used with Atlas and Titan missile systems. arid may be considered

as representative of the present state of the art. The case B = 2000 represents a highly streamlined,

low drog re-entry vehicle representative of advanced systems, while #he case B = 500 represents

thW high drog systems.

Velocity - altitude profiles for the 18 coses of re-entry investigated i • preoented in figure 1-5

to I-10. Each rc-entry was comidered to begin at ,i altitude of 300,000 feet for -oens previously

given, and trajectories we• determined though the following reiterative process. Rfev'ring to



fig. -1 I, and letting the subscript o denote initial values, the re-entry vehicle of moss m

re-enters the atmosphere with a re-entry velocity Vo, at a re-entry angle y0oP at altitude ho

(300,000 feet.). The re-entry vehicle is acted upon by two external forces: D, aerodynamic

drag octing in the direction opposite the velocity; and, W, its weight oet;ng vertically downword.

Considering first the aerodynamic drag, from Newton's first law (F = mo) the deceleration

produce-I is given by:

d =D2 = _ (1-24)m W

The drag force D may be expressed:

D CDAP--V2 (1-25)
2

where CD coefficient of drag

A frontal area

p = ambient density

Substitution into equation (24) yields

d - CA -PV 2  (1-26)

Since by definition B, the ballistic coefficient, is:

B W A (1-27)

Equation• (26) may be written

S V 2(1-28)289

Finaoly, the ornýJent density may be expretssd as a function of altitude by the relationship

given by Gazley 5

5. Cor iozley, Jr. , "Atmospheric Entry", Chapter 10, HoanAx-ok of' Astronautical Enrgneerirn,
Mc Grow-Hill Book Companry, Inc., New York, 1961. ii



p M PSL exp ( - 4.15 x 10-5 h) (9)

where PSL is sea level density, to yield

SPSLexp(- (-4 O15)(1O5 h) V2

Substituting the known values of ho and V0 into Equation (30), the initial value of drog deceleration,

do, may be obtained. If a one second infervol is considered, h and V will change only slightly.

Consequently d also w.ill change only slightly on,I in fact may be regarded as constant during tre

one second interval. •r uniform decelerot;-,

AV = dAt (1-31)

ForAt i,

AV d (1-32)

Then

AV =/o -V 1  = d0  (1-33)

or

V -V-d (0-34)

Thus th, velocity at the end of the first second, considering drag effects only, is determined.

Similarly the change in nmagnitude and direct;on of velocity produced by weight (the force of

gravity) oct'ng during the one second period was determined, and the velocity subsequently

modified. The new valuv• a velocity, directit and altitude corre.ponding to the end of tWe

first recond, V1 , ,Y 1, and h,1, provided inputi for determiniNr changes during the second interval;

i. e., for obtaining V21 Y2' and h2. This reiterative process was continued al one second intervals

until zero altitude was reached. The first term of equation (3(0, 2Pg was -. sumed to remain
2ag

constant during eoch re-entry.

Comt. ":;,, of the n)-entry trojectorias was performed on an IBM 1620 computer. Values cý V,



y, and h and also of range and deceleration were obtained for each r-entry case at one-second

intervals. The curves shown in fig'res 1-5 to I-WO were plotted iroom. thfIs results.



I. 2 Calculatiois of Plasma Pcrameters

Collision ana Plasma Frecuelcies

In order to obtain the plasma sheath porameters, and In portlculor Ihe plomna frequency,

fp and the collision frequency V, it is necessary to know the density of the shocked air,

P2 and its temperature, T. T and p2 which determine ,;niqueiy fp and V, were calculoted

by Gilmore6 as a function of velocity and oltitude assuming thermodynar.,ic equilibrium

(an assumption valid at the stagnation point). Thus, from a knowledge of the velocity-

altitude relationship for each re-entry trajectory, values of the coliJsion fiequency (0 and

plawrr frequency (fo) can be obtained via T and Pi the results are given by several writers,

in particular Bochynski, Johnston and Shkarosfiky. Figure 1-12, token frowt Reference 7,

yields collision and plasma frequencies at the stagnation point directly. Values of these

parameters fft the s\ trajectories investigated are plotted in figures 1-13 to 1-18.

Plasma Sheath Thickness

Plasma sheath thicknesses were calculated for the six re-entry trajectories, based on the

8
theory and experiments of Li and Geiger. In essence, Li and Geiger found týot for the

range of velocities encountered during re-entry, the ratio of sheath thickness (A) to rodius

of curvature W of the hemispherical nowe cone at the stograt;on point is only dependent

on the ratio, K, of free strmm to shock wave air density. Usirg their expreuslor=

S K(IO- K(2- K- )

0 - K ~I -35)

6. G1Imore, F. R. uqui Iibriu o o-,ition artd Them odynamic Propert~es of A;r u , to
24,000 °K",Rand Corporation Report RM '13, August, 1955.

7. M. P. Bochynski, T. W. Johnst.on and I. P. Shkarv-,ky, "Flecrrom',netic Propertes
of High Tmpervture Air," Proceedings of the IRE, March, 1960.

8. Li and Geig;r, "Joanz'on Point of a Ilunt Body in Hyp-r.;-c Flaw", Journal of
the Aeronautical Sciences, January, 1957.



where K = p1/P 2  -36)

Substituting known values of the ratio of free stream air density to sea level density

(P /P.,),and shock wove air density to sea level density (p / 0 ) , as a function of

12 10

altitude gives the variation of plasma sheath thickness vs. altitude for the re-entry course.

9
Values of (4, / ) were obtained from the 1956 ARDC Model Atmosphere. Values

(P / Po) were obtained directly for each combination of altitude and velocity.

Results of these calculations are sho,',n ;n figures 1-20 through 1-25 for the six re-entry

trojectories investigated. A sample of the numerical data upon which the figuies are

based is given in Table I for the case of the optimum 5500 mile trajectory. From the

results presented, it may be generalized that the plasma sheath thickness is approximately

constant for each type of trajectory considered. For the ICBM trajectories, the sheath

thickness is roughly equal to five percent of the nose randius. For IRBM trcjector is, it

is equal to six percent of the nose radius. For both types of trajectory, the sheath thick-

nes tends to increase as altitude decreases. At a,itudes dbove 150,000 feet, the plasm-a

sheath "!ickr~ess i% independert -f the aallastic coefficient, a . Howe er, at lower

altituois the sheath thickness -s greoer for analoler values of B; i.e., for higher dreg re-

entry vehicles.

9oPJWS 7WT -AU5WModel Atwmospherv, 19569", ,FCRC TN-
56-204, Decemf;t,, 1956.

10. R. J. Pluggo, S. Chen and R. K. Lorg, "So" Calculations of the Muase Shift and
Attenuat;on Rotvs of the Hypersonic Playna Sheath". The OCio State Unviversity
Reearch Foundation Report No. 1021-2,. 31 January, 1961, (Cc rmct AF 33(6i6) -6782.



TablL I - Vo!atior of PIosni Sheath Thickness During Re-entry for Optimum 5500 Mile
Trajectory (B = 2000)

Altitude Velocity (0°1 / pK (P2 /P =(fe) p / 0  po/ ) K f/- 2 K

,Fet) (K ft / See) (1- K)

25C, 00X 23.0 3.36x10 5  10325 0.0600 0.0448
200,000 23.! 2.55x10"4 10-2.40 0.0640 0. 0474

150,,000 2.3.1 1. 50x103 10- 1.65 u. 0475 0.0364

100,000 22.9 1.35x]0-2 10 -0.80 O.O851 0.0606

50,000 20.9 1.3 xI0 1  1002 0.0965 0.067-

16 :•-
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Variation with Altitude of Ratio of Plasma Sieath

Thickness (A) to Nose Radius (R)
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Variation with Altitude of Ratio of Plaima Sheath
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TASK II

PULSE DEGRADATION DUE TO PLASMA SHEATHS

I1-1. Introduction

The problem of determining the infiuence of a plasma sheath re the inforrnalIon capacity of the transmission

or communication ,oth In wiilch rho pm sheath Is situated Is one of determn;ing the chisn in bit error

prabab;lities for digital signals, arid the general entropy c'ange for analogue signals, due to the troasmitted

signal degradation or snearing which Is caused by th, sheath. Huwever, to determine thee changes, the signal

degradation nust frst be determined. Thus, th4 basic problem is one of first determinirg this signal degradation

due to the plasma sheath.

In the present program, work has been concerned with determining the puls degradation of a single

pulsed carrier signal. Since a digital sigrml consists of a series of iridividuai pulses, tie degradation of a

singl, pulse sl/ould firs, be determined; then, for a linear system, vuperposition can be employed, 'o determine

the degiadation of i composite pulse train. Additi-inafly, since an analogue signal Ahich exists for a finite

duration of time can be represented by a Fourier series, each corriponent of which can be looked upon as c

single pulse of a different frequency otid phase, the knowledge of what happens to a single pulse of urbitwory

frequency, F4hse, and duration, can also be wsed, via superposition, to determine the degradation of on

analogue signal. Hanct, the initioi problem which should be considered is that of a single RF pulse of

arbitrary frequency, amplitude, and duration. Thus, the Initial wark tro,, the degrodation of a single pulsed

carrier.

11-2. *rodation of a Single Pulse

2o. Obiainment or Trainfer Function

The firt step in determinir. the radiated puse* produced by the plasma cooted vehicle, it to esta-

blish a mx.del owth ccmm.,.icotion sytem of the vhi,:le and to obt-j;n the offectivs transic funct-on c0 ths1

system. Consider, tfen, the cwmtmvication l1ink dopicted in figure I11-- whAich s•,?s #Se vehicle. th•o orbitrily

shaped prwture t temov In the ve-hcle erfoce, we plomm shath, and th6 for fed recoiv;ng point P located

at an arbitrary positiifl In the ra•dntIm field at v disthmce r from * - 'e. 0The tol!owing restrictos will

hi ma "Mae-
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1) The curvate of the vehicle srface Is ufficlently large, as conmared to the wovelegth of the

carrier requency, so that the apertture man be treated as being sito -4 on a plane surface.

:3 The plosim sheath Is homogu,' s, linear, Isoropic, and forms a sirgie layer of thicknme d over tOe

v-hicle surface.

3) The aperture excitetlan (in particular the tangential electric fields over t6e aprt ;s taken a;

specified.

These restrictions are wfficiently lax so as to approximate actual systium Hence, the model of the system

is now known.

Referring to the cloie-up view of tha opertr- antenna, a shown in figure i1-1, and if one considers the

case of on unmodulaoted carr~er exciting the apertmre, then if EA (x, y) and E A(x, ) ar the *P•ture fiteld (wheremy

the time factor ei't is understood, u Weing the carrier fre•qenc) , then previous work() 6s shown that the

radiation fields pridu-cd at the far field point P (PQ, #) am

wt•EQ0 and E0 ate the rodiat1iond~lhproduced by the mamap~rt e ditrlbtion in*4ehasence ofth

pksm sheath casd ore, respectively,

(11-3) E0 - H - sin*

(I 1 -A vHO09

.I-,.) [ - .A €os(-E"•o ,•n*.E coe*)

(l- , *-i,,,/,

v beng the phase fa€ta In acnd or* it. r ecitinlg feld. 1. .,

-- -

(1) ,C. M 09 p 'A( uI c m + I YO sin A0)e. .

0%~ OA-~142 -Av 93.n '



with

01-7) xv - at C/40.

in 010 OWd 01-4 so, amd ** qWWast Fowler frmfwess of the qeefled field d1r*11oon,

given by

-A 1 A $in# *+ Y C , 0)

Em 2 ff E (x•, ," '

with an Identcal expmsslr Foar YO with E (x, y repkicing E (X, 0 IA *0 Inerard.

The above oquwtkncs for the Omw co ,i kinfinhte ,,mal plam. Howeve, thaw resuirs have been

experlmentaly and ais sena-emp.lcally @mmn to be aplicable to the cms of a finite plate antwmnc inthe

p e perpendicular to the pln *F pAarIWzion(: - . For exam e, If a thin r&:•twlir slot is use the

Inilife pki model ca, be ued to pmdic the radlotion fle& For a finite plate in th pione of th long dimen-

sion of the slot wever, experimenodl work has uwn( that results of (11- and (11-4 commot be used to

predict the fields from a finite rplte in thw plone of polorization (I. e., for the slot case In th plane perpen-

dicular to *te i* dimem5l of slo. -As suuc, only Ow plane iorpendicular to th plan. of Olarization

will be cmmldemd. Thus if f O ot h Is Ith lon dimensionOng th x axis and is thin In th y direction,

(11-4 and (1!-4 can also be used k pmdkt th pateimr frm, a t enIte (coated or noncoose4 plane in the x

plans. Thus, Wtay can be wed I, ths manmer fv an epwftre in a Ute vehicle srface.

i, (1l-I) end (01-4 the feors fM and gM r*,eltq te re•vuion ne1l with th p1kn" psom, to toh

withsMt doe Plase p'eenw OV given by

0lt-I0 10 W " ea~t a ,/[ces' 9 * IE amsn 91

01-14 go0- a Cs /Cce 19+jlotsbin 9
Wilk

qll) nf . . ,le.r1, l ath c1--Ime e

(A Freed, N G. an W~sh, J. L., 8A^ kwstugo 40 5SW ledkot, in MOWe MMOt.", pe. In* (k



(1l-121 al cal Q/ ANln2Q

(1-13) 2 msin% /T c sQ

Far tit plasna heoath, th,. dielectric constant is characteriz•d by Oh equivalent complex dielectric

Gon@ont

(1|-14) r - . rif
r r o

where

r r01-11 I IJ +V/2 r I + V2Iw

withlw u- 21fp being the angular plasma frequency, and v the .oflisian fruncy.

Pesh icting our interest to the on-axis ("m( radiation field in •he xe plam 0 - 011 produced by an opmeture

having o•ly an Ey camponent of excitation, (11-3) and (!1-4 give

-A

(11-i6) EO(:,O,Ot -A g( EO.(

Equation (11-1. glves the stiody skc'e E; on-axis radiation field of frequency w cke to an E Vture

Seld of ,he Kwe frequency. Hencc. the function contained 1 (11-14 , t-lefined by

4i t"~ !-ansmw Function of a hypn~hotical block 6ma cho..cterizing the commuqnication "emta, whose Iwt i

the aperturwe fild E A(i. y,, and 0 whoe output is h on axis riklotlan fle-! V & .0 . Hence, t"e oput of

this block be' fhw a tinw modulated aupertre field input ol

(I1-II A (xl, . " A (X -y) ex t

where .,(0 conti.s. the t iem 6ependene oi E•xy,$, Is e the tot eletic field [&. 91 given A> the

v,,pe1osition of eil #a freWqiw y cowfoa'ee of Ow Fan. 01-10, cW Iss



yy

(11-14) cmIt "iou be.

.1b, Pulsed Carrier

havi#V famukited the co for arbitrary cs > lation, cowsidr row the came of an input pulsed

carrIer giv'en by

I,-V2 y 1(d [I ( 0-7)1O

Is the unit stp function. Equation (1i,-2Z ropments a - Pier of frequency m,. N\wrP an at time t *0 and

iff at ?kw t -T, L a., Isa pulsed wrter of reqmxanco u durawtl~anT. lntagplan of 01-21) forthis cowe

29 ( -.... rL ?w
7

At w4W tuca r4tO of: AVJ'w hete~~~a

-y *d ofnw w~ a

% I --
I (tpt'Vjly0 i)-4)ONWh*_K' o t



at the value they have at the cmrrier frequency; hence, (Hi-21) becams

0 4r(11-2S E (,t -C w 06*e (,j *iW t j). --•

4A
whore ey Q( is given by (11-24) and the roan of integration has Loen e•-etxtended over the infinite range.

Eqvotion (11-2$ shows that the transfer function of the systen reduces to

o*U r

(11-26) G(4 - C OWu• (,

where

(11-27) C E (a
rc

and C *s a constant for a given system.

Lossless Plasma Sheath

'uppse the cac" of a losless p,,imo dw-3th Is now considered. Such a heath is charocterized b- o relo-

t;.. diplectric constant (J

2
(11-m8 d, " . I.!R"

The Factor g(,J ;s then via (11-10 (1eting 0 - 0 f or n axii

(lI-2• g4w

Whom 0 re 9 ts to

0i3~ 1 -A NJ d-

O'd 10. by



(1-4:0 w 0 16 sinqo01

and Islov ohx0pufl.Ia

I Vft

n~-0

wp

nuO

a6 26
1 2 4

&7 0+ 6 +

(111 *y

50
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(1k " -P("4dAA 1 wrt -1 - d) 1

Where ".e I~n* 4?ft Is &efned by

(11-39) (2n+ 1) d.-

Equation (11-34 can be ý,mtfen as

(11I-41) Eg J A (4 e-i0(6' oiu d

Wall4 ~ t

Fornw0, thephase shft 9,0 a O do wn -I 1 or 0(1) 34 fa n -2, 9 -50(4 d, oft. Thus, far Ow

latI*" plog'a cc" with W 4-k--3 w, tho sohlvtion toe ** on a-; raitdpuw o w -,pow sa

of outpi *och conwiponding to am cum~loto ?V"t. rotloctiOA in the plomnno Owoth. Eac+ r*e1*.tod

campawflI 6 an. aw4)lu qi4 g y a 2n G wiflci- d;mlmlshos with n..

It I's flo nctw 040. IMce 0(44 is qli~r- byr ilg-34 as

(li-44 K~*4T

*the it is l.n.ccil t@ Ph* plasm shift prov-d- by o Iomwm(. wamgu"d* of cu*faf fr~qumnr *qWa up<W

It *", M'"Gira (Far OWe com W > Upad6-( to WO*Il OW4 the OuIll ftf-A. )O eWa*-

gv*d Ind ROPrWiMaOIDCte occIMQ 00 (1144C 00 060'04 OWe PUIN MOe n of 0*e Plsmw' c0 CO 400 a



The output rwpame of a loswles guide of arbitrary length L to a pulsed carrier input expressed by

(11-24 has ben obtird by R. S. Ellott(3) ,(0 vsIng a Taylor seres approximatlen for the phase constant

OW. H"wever, recent work at Halllcrafter has shawn that the out. t so obtained violates causality

and It, therefore, questionakle. Exeat treatmnts have mostly been, In the

form c' Intractable Integrals requiring tedious nmerical integration (see referqnces cited in Appendix B). An

ewct treatment giving the outrjt On the s~mp~est form known to-dote and obtained In a straightforward fasion

using the Laplace trordcm mn.lipnd '. given in Appendix B. Thw., if the input to the guide is given by

(11-44 a,($• - k. ((1• 1 (t - ')31 sin a1'

then te outut e*(# at the end of the guide at oength L and of cutoff frequency a. H

(11-'4 e00(4 woo (tA +4 2(2.

Whs-* %1 (0 I. given by (34 of Appendix 5 ond so(0 by (3ON of Appendix 8. Those results re exoct and are

In Owe .1m oif a verg•e s of Bessel I'ctiors, which wre extensively tabulated. Scverol exoamrple cases

WOe c.&414ee 'A Appendil •rid tass generallzations far the oulput degrodation re vjiven. la pcr'icular,

Lm p'rison of "te exact output via (34 of Appendix B with t+e approximate output via Elliott's method for

the ow of. step fhictlfl carrier is mode (we flgure 6 of Appendix 1), and shows tat th* lottfor ovtpvt

mpe dmunow the fo~r fairly well for timaes graatr than the trunsit time L/a. lowever, before discussine

this oIpurlsm oany frther, t04 exact output (11-4$ for t6 wawegulde, mill now be used to obtvr;t the exact

-wp Nar tim plo"Me c~owlated nnie.w

X, te On- Ax• s Frsflse e a m oft rtýe

tb~ng 01l43 (with (36). a, & 4 O o Appendix 0 and mc&' its he -violceftents a -o , "nd4 L

give, vie (11-4(l .sd 01-41) For Oe *mott farm of t6e on axis radleiat11on le' &* to the operture f~ied (11-2z as



"a2m+ I
=2E-4 /1cN 10-ý/a(1-0 E(1(tr-4, 2 4] -1 (tAm(//C22

V"OO

_____-1t- -i'-2a,.1  ()A L~' 1 1

4 nt<n no 0

'J~m+iG t 4 " (/.i )2 }

argument x.

Thus, (ll-dSl) is an exact expresiol (fcr %io> 47 UF ar, v = for tue output on axis radiated pulse, and

P--0

con be either m. .•ually or eleitronicalIy comnp•ted.

2e. Appro•,imat•, Cn Axis 'uise of a Plov-o Coated Aperture

Us of C *o40) w i -ribein gi'en by the approximate output (Equation (1) of AppIndix A) via

Elliott's Taylor seri~s .xpcrsiatm of !4-e 4iohae factor (Ap:perndix A) con be useld to obta~in the apprxmoxmte on axis

radiated pulse ,h•pe. If u/" 2 u ',ingle term in (11-,40) suffices, and the approximate output pusse shat~i

ore given by figi|,re tl-2 (which is fi.qur, I of Appendix A), It must be emphasized that there shapies oe approxi-

mote and their accuracy will be detrmlined by a <.,nparsoto w~tf cor.IpvhotionS wkfcl• will be mo•de for the

exact ra~diated pulse via (!1-46• . Htowever, it is no too unreosorn, 'Iol to •lse these opNorox•.•tho~i as inp!uts

to Task Itl in the -,eam e 0, wince t cauOril aon of the firsOxim~lts and the exact outputs d.* to an I. d

step funct~on cvr'ier as n.,de in, Appendix li (figure f) and also Appendix A (figires 2o and 2b), or reiasona>t'i

fr thmus (r1at-r isian tex tor ix tim. Thesa lfsdlr Vfgs con also b extended to the rlady c•ae ( p ul (e, a di

dC•, in AppndtE C.

ii-3. Car•..lusecns

2e. eAlcr exprsioi for . radlaed cn axpis ,wi of a ved%,cte pilol coated aperiee oxait, na t bA' a

r given 'rbyr givte by (ll-4ic . This exprew oI Is vAp id fA r .-Itimut >b _ ornd th " 0 ated srhips re p powus

mat an hi cuaywl edtrie yac.p3o wt- c~p.ttoswil ~l6 aefrt
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sheath thlcknem. It remalm to asd this solution to Include tOe coillsion car.

An "pWmuciuate expressn for tOe radiated an axis pulse Is ghien by (l1-4(* with IE#,4 giver: in the Form of

Equation, (1) of Appendx A. If w > 2 p and t .olllsins are mmall te m.mltant approximate radiated pulse

ap ae of the fom o figwre 11-2. It has been Indicated tat mslts can be expected tc be fairly- . onable as

inputs to Taek Ill prior to the exact Caiputotlons using (11-44 . The pproxhmote reult of figure 11-2 am also

appiI~obI. to plaeime at very hIIIh collisienAppndi. I

For the cas u < fd4t vp the ,ictled pulse retmior to be determined v•ia (11-25 with (11-29) - Additionally,

the inclusion of Ilsms for all mages of 'w4 p ex-cep ths consdered in Appendix C, remains to k corv•ded.

11-4. Recoiwendmitsam

in a•crdmt w't the overal! scope of this progai and the above findings, It Is ,-commended Oth the

ol loaring wowk be pursmed In future effort on this r*onwm.

I. Exact on axis radiated pulse computotkms using (11-46 for realistic ranges of W p )441 and of

plaim - o* th:cknegs.

2. A canparlson of he exact esult of! with oe using te approximate solution (fligwe Ii-a.

3. O•*oI.meno of aon As radiated pAse Ir w'w , < F4/3and a•bt ,•amry P.

Al. Efzt~nuion of above remults to ay point In the radiation field of the vehilcle.

S. Extensien of chaote Angle pulse war tooa train of pulses and also to analogue signals.

hExtension of oil of the ab" a findings to r~~mnous plasMNOdeaw



TASK III

PERFORMANCE OF COMMAND AND CONTROL SIGNALS THROUGH RE-ENTRY PLASMAS

lin tis task the performance of several types of command and control signols has been analyzed,

taki•g into account the dienive, as well as the ctenuotive nature of the plasma. In the following

sections the plsma d;spersive effects on signals is analyzed seporateiy from its ottenuative effects, the

reRison being that eacch effect requires a different solution. !n the cases where attenuation p'edominates

plaria modifiers (chemical, aerodynamics, magnetic) are predclted. If dispersion predominates, such

as could be the cafe where the signal frequency is always ý3bove but near plasma frequenc;, then the

se'cction of the modulati-i may significantly influence the quality of the transm;ssion. This task is

dihided into two sections. Section Il1-1 coeers the plasma dispersion prob'em and Section III- the

ailenuation p.oblem.

III -1. Dispersive Effects of Re-,.•try Plasmas

In this task the performance of various modulationii has 'ree, arvalyze. tak ing Into account the

diis• ve nature of the plasma, plus the effects of white cdd;tfve ;,ossian noise; only Sinary dc;itol

sigrils have been considered. Thene results are based .jpon the pulse (I[stortion of f*g•.re 11-2. It can

be :hown that the reults of figure 11-2 are valid for an operating frequency above the plasma resonant

freqency. AlIough the pulse distortion problem has not been solved below plasma frequency, tho re-

suits as presented 'n thik swion .e reprsentrtive of soime communication systems perating in the

presnie of a poymmi medium.

Chawvl PeturWbtioni and Decision Device

Perturbations in the chaonvn res•ponsible far erors ar*e: odd;tire white gaussan noise cnd diersive

effech of the plasma. The diser;ivv nature oa the plamma introduces intersymbol i,,luence oong the

u.-cctsivi pulses of the digital signol with the ivult Ohat individual digits are no langmir inependent.

Noist, horwevwr, is *woed to be lrdeendent between Puccew;vt dsiits, since the noise ;i gonerateo

ptd..minaawty in the feceivr "frwot end" and does not hvetme *wni# the plaoma medium. Upon



detection of the ignul, a decision muet be made as to whether a wwk or space Is present. This function

is performed by the decision evice which c€Als out qmw or sice, depending on whethe the peturbed

slmnal is above or below a pre-astblslded theshold or dicision level. If the noise is goussik, and

Inter !,dnwfrece is AuMn, Oe optimum thiredold level Is half the maxnuum onwllhde when

AK (Amplitude Keyri Is being oouuldered. Sy optimum, it is mea- that tore•od which minimizes

teaverne oa bability of enra. The folk-owing are Oe two ccvolitonal probabilities hfdployed to deter-

mine the evyae prcxIlllty of erar for ew coherent detection AK (Amplitude Shift KwAng) case.

a ,_ -i 2,

P(S1h) -toy dx (I-'

x2

S(lST) "(d9

2

P(SRIMT) is the P.t-,k,"ty that a ,roa Is received if a ma is ro,,hitted. (P•,•IS) i the prabiliity

thdai mwi lit received If a space Is trarwaitted. S,2 0theuvagepoe er of the trasuittod signal and

2e2 the varkoca of the Vxuuin dldributlan, Is Ow noise power. This P edvold level Is not necessily

optimum for the signal envwralmeni -osdred here, and t"e analysis lllulatu. the wdegrdation suffeed.

All syst analyzed are oamuom to 6e synchnw'zed and th received digt shmpled at Its maximum.

The model for sywboInterference Is tablshl•s* the condittonol proIblib'il of aoe am

goe slIled to include bash Interference and noise and the c-,r probablltis as calculoted

Model a' hnes~s ~vwesm OWd Calcwlation of 'rnm t2ub411eties

Exmiun.tio~nI ofw'uie 11-2 reveals that O.dw l chtt Ica have a marow of ZT For a depredat an

fecta ae a, which is amumied f. this enelys6 DurOing fhe lod rom T to 2T the a emplhoitude

Is.3) o tfOpeak, whoe.he l~wde ese to.2from2Tto3T. Met 3T, #w aplitude of the

ewmeelope remui ela. . I aid Is qngleid. The -mm firm" elose aws"ta the roelatve decoy time is



ssentially independe t of the number of pulses; pulses in scc"ssion are equivalent to one pul of

duration nT in the flgsare with a reduced distortion parameter cs/n. Hence, memory time deduced above

far one pulse is valid for any succession of pulses.

Two cam or models are assumed which specify the nature of the Intersvnibol Inter-

ference. Coa. I asmwed a uniform plasma of finite thickness through which the •lectromagne;

wave propagates. Under this condition It Is psslble to specIf; the Intersymbol n'..rference In

a completely determinIstic manner. For example, assume that the sequence SMM (Spoce-Mxir.-

Mark) is tranmnitted In a Pfas Shift Keying (PSK) system. This corresponds to shifting the

pFs from 0° during the space Interval (with respect to a reference ) and to j8Q0 &ring

mark Intervols. Since the system under consideration Is linear, suporpos!tlon Is appiable and

the smeared spoca will Interfere destructively with rho marks, tN.reby reoucing the mark signal

amplitude and Increasing the probability of error. The degree of destructive Interference Is ob-

tained f&am figure 111-2. On this basis the sirnl anIot itde is eit+•er reduced or incre•u•d, 4pen-

dIng upon the hronmItted sequence and system under consideraticn.

Case i assumes that the pMase of the lntanrsyudbol Int.rene, with respect to the

reference, Is random and can occur with equal lokellhooJ from 0 to 74. The results of Plgure

11-2 are still emploored to obtain the anmlitu•d of the interference. !Iis condition could nc<K-

for some rap•d space and time variations of the ploama charoctrlstlics.

Since tiýe channel has a memory of 7T, the conditional prib*l1ftlos a( errm P(SRJ •

and P(, ST)r a tunctIon of the po,, hiory of marks an- spaces. MW •no a rk or s .oc* i

tranenltted, he two pm-ýIcva dipits will Influence the signal amplitude. It followt -1ha t W,

quences of markz end spaces mt be consldered to det, mine the overW error pobilty. These

soquence ar o J in Table I wn• laoe lod X.



TABLE 11:4

XIS m m

X5  S S 5

The mark or "oac on the e1¶rme rgfht Is examined for error, tody 13'to account all

poss~bi. canmbimoflo of pravious marks ad paces. Thus, the probability of on orror In th.

I 31 dIglt of X4q h.v

Pe (SRt; X4) PCK 4) P(SRJIX4)

Sine* marks mtid qwo.. am assmed to occur with equoi ifkoiir.od,ý

p(X a 8 .13 )

end the "aof r'or probablh-Y 13 given b~y

The stncript R t*1wmrnv to escevevd s~ t Ims bees w*mpped nm~rv att. whem~r. c

co'*;onod proL"itlty 4zocum, Own vyoibi ea 0*. le#0 af ** #&woyp mwf.~ to w ived 401t.

while Ote .imboltw on. A's rh~t refer to uIMW 410104 lent( ~nq O 1. 2,23, 5, no!& is

mac*# zwvftRI6* to Owe Moiao



ErorProbailities for jecfiModulation Schomes

AK (Coherent Detectior -Casn

The AK system tfonwnits Infonmflon over the channel by keying the transmitter on

during a matrk and off during a pce. A block diagram Is shown In figure II1-t. At the roc, ;ver

the signal is demodulated by mix~ng or mnultiplying the received signal withi a locally georrated

signal of Identical frequency and phase. Tho mark-space decision is made by means of a

thresljold which is set at u level equal to mne-half the received signal ampiitude.

The received mark has the form i cos w t where PS Is the amplitvde unLd tf .e
00

carrier frequency. The r-2'Is Included so that all the sysines compnre$ will hove equal average

tronsmitter power. As previously sta'ad, ths error probcill•y must be determined For each of

tSie sequences o; Taule lll-i.

S- cot

AAAV,. I er OU fivj I

~ 5,,F'



_=tnes in this cm,~ the only perturIng effect Is the additive

witite gaussan nallse. The Weqmtlvo aondltlonil procbililtls are equal. Thus

29

p 2
Wfloer -p is the signal to nIoise powe mtIo M I N .jr

SSS ýa.For this cane, noise Is oagin the onlj peiturb~ng effoict. Thei condi-

tionral Prowbcuity is
2

qD x
PW1X5 _c2 d- x=-6

M~SM nc Se~ e IntersynmI Intetference ;s present In this cose, since '.he extrome

left u~auw will smear across the space and into the avirk wh16~ Is being exoam ned for error.

Srnce this Is a Coherent system, Sowaver, tWe intenrymb':.1 Interference will add cewatructively.

From rigur 11-2, the omnpltude of the intersyrnbol interesrence is .2 of the pmoLk cimplitude. This

ui'ons that the peak amnplitude of the markc Is lncncrmc' to 1. 2r2~ S. Tho' co-yditinonol probabi-

lity of epo Ins then 9ivq~n by

2
7xc I ' _W I I -crfG 7 12 ) P il-b

MMS o"O'SMS S~ouenes.~Emioz of thec rig~ht hand "pco reyeals that intensrnboi

Int*.-Femoce Is present from the previevs nxAwsi Th* omwp~itvd *qucl to .3 of the pe" amplitude

Is obtoinwd hfr" fivw* 11-2. ISe cv~dftitonai prtbablit,/ of ertwn kw the, . -vo coon is evOIl;

PtM I Xý cm - .- j



MSS Seuence. This condition is Identical to the previous sequnce wlch th.

exception that the amplitude of the Intersymbol Interference Is 2. The conditional problbl-

lity of error Is given by

The total digit eJrror probability Is then obtaineld by substituting the norastionol probabilitie"

for the above sequence into eq.uotbor (1114) yiekl;ig

P r 48 r, -- - - 2er4(. - e) (. ) 1 (111-9)

161 V2 N Nef7I~ f7 (iVYij)

The msultcnt error probobIlity curve for this case is plotted in Vigure ill-10 cn labeled

AK'.

AK (Coherent Detection) - Case II

Let K be the ratio of Intersymbol interference to pe"k puli amplitude. If the pnas8

of t.e interference as compared to the reference -igral occuri with equal likelihood from 0 to

2 v, the probability density function for a transmitted mark It

2

PtX I )~ - .,2w~e. +-- _ .(ilu-lC)

ond the condi•onol probi !ility - o space occufinq, given tOaw a mark was hvmmWeltt.d, Is

2, l -r -i

P!S 0f 0+Kcu% ) dO

where ..F h Is thle, ;IV 1,o noli pcwar ratio.

Likewifs*e prabobltiv donslty funwtion for a itM"tt' poc. ts

P (y, 0) - ,7-V

ond 1*9 confitlorIt trbin,•lty of 'r"rV P(MI S) to GIv*M on
I-:.



""2FJo o C-2Kco j1 11-13)

Since thaverage over Is frmi 0 to 2, the P(SIN9 Is equal to the P(Mt for Identical

values of K. From the sequence of Table 11-2, the averat@ earr probability Is given by

- (..- ,4 0

aa (1+.86 CO CIDe

Tha above Integrals have been evaluated nrmeircally, and the resultant cues are shown in

rigure 14-11 wundr t0 label AK".

ALs%(1ncahisrent Detect!o.4

The rmmiver empIyed for oaplitude keying using an Incoherent detector is shown ir figure 111-2.

L J,
byg.! i11-? - Receiver for Irqneri t AK,

Th env l,~I" detector tranlates the sioi andl no~le to video frequencies, where . is exomine-.

by a decision device which .:onuisht of a pro-aet threith•ld at a voltag* omplitude of S . Energy

exeenAf this trsho d is dIignoted cmo a mrý, u s%.We-_r.cuirrlnrg when tfse energy does not

exce#l the threod. The election of h tivershold at xv half t. peak signal ornplithid. is

e, itum for coherent -etction, he c•lmum threshold fx srino,.e•ront detecon is o funoiin -if

ohlc Ii• tmprku.tcol to Imnpleant. In a chiannel where . disurbonc It. asekldt iv, ,•wttN

gauien roie the dlfforence baeen the averte proh~bility of am for the apimum tiiveshok.



and a threshold at E-S is approiomately 1 db of P/N at low signal to noise ratios. At hlgh P/N
2

(P/N >kdb) the two crves converge, thereby justifying the threshold tirflng at - fcc the in-
2

coherent d&tection case. As in the previous analysis, there am e1iot cwbinartlom of maocki and

spaces to be conside,".

MM/A, SSM, SMM Sequences

Additive white gmusian noise is the only pertur;inq factor in this case. The conditional

probability of error is given by

S

P(S//) = x -. x-- 4 ( - I-Q(2

MSM Sequence

Intersymbol ii-terference is present in this, with ail phases being o to;. -- be equally likely.

The conditional probability is given by

IcS2

P (S'/MW f e *p(- 2.)(X2 ,2(1+Iý2))f Q s -+k,;ý2

0 J2f
~ 1-6)

This integiol has beep evaluated numerically and the result included in the determinatioin of the

average errar Probi i;ty.

'4osoe is the only P~rttubing factor in this sequence. The conditional probability is given by

r2 1 P
.j r 2&3 dr -2-9

ýt2(0 11-I



SMAS. MMS, M-SS s.Jquncns

Intersymbol Interference plus noise are present in these sequeces., the amplit,•de d tha

infomsymbol Interfernce beiro .25 of the pea amplitude for SMS and /•S and. I fm the MSS

equenc,. The conditional prabi1lity is given by

PO"V n Q La 4IP0 g)

The average probability of error Is plotted in fNgure 1I1-)0.

PPM (Pulse Position Modulation)

The performance of pulse uto!tlon modulation is compared with the other b;nary systems an

a quantized basis. Mark and 4-vce are transmitted by omporai.l the timo pouiton of a d1git to

some referent. Figure 111-3 iliuttrctes a possible translmission

TIMI/NGR

Figure 111-3 - PPM F'Ase Trnio

in fCgure ll-J, if energy is transmit.d during *t irst half of a time %lot, the sig a! is , :.rprted

as a mark, w+hreas ;f energy is tvonumitted in 1ýo ecnd half the signal Is called a $Poce.

The rece;ver employod for PPM 4i shown in figure I1-4.

S( L

A-PP



This is an incoherent uetectior s•iheeme where an envelope detector Is employed to convert

the received siqlal to video freqvencles. Two samples rre taken per time slot; one at the 'center"

o4 the time slot after which the low pa= filter (LPF) or integotor is discharged and one at the term1-

nation of the 6me slot. The two samples arm compared by the decision device and the largest is

designated as the most likely signal traonmitted.

Sirmcs this is an incoherent transmission the intersymbol interference caused by d'persion

resuilts in the addition of signals at any phase from 0 to 2w, oil phase angles are ossumed 'o be

equally likely. Figure 111-5 illustrates the possible combination of tmrks and spaces considered alocg

with the intersymbol interference. ./t1/A/, ?FF, Cr

Sa.• -- /- .-.......OtrC/,f7OA SAJtIPL /NG Title

Kl S- - C .. ...

Ce'se 11

Cate al

F~gtxe 111-5 - Comibinoti',ris of Marki ond Spaces For PPM

T condilo.nol probobilit, of enrv for cweso I an II is ~iven by,

p(SI4 . .f V ae(- I I V+ 2(1,QS)Q ' , v ) Vos
0f

o 2v7-i



Whr X2  k % 2

7 T2 W~ ~~i(W

This relation can* be siolved In closed Farm and an approxlmate s~wati •Is obtained by conui-

drwing eight dliscrte ohme wVi ath is, tho phase of the Intorsynivol intfetf nunc, wlith re*pect

to tns sigi•al, Is kiden at 00, + 04, + g, 4 35+ i , iscO. The" posuibilities at* oll considered

equoly likely and on over• a Is obtiinod to determine t con44ional probabilty wh•c i 4 livin

by

PI- Jl- k2 + 2k cas, 4 1 , k,TJ iQ--k
I'l~l jL Ll ' N FN 2 N, 4 Nn -0 &

k Is taken as . 25 of the peak amptui. anld kI as .35,.! S2 (10 coditional roIabity
N 2v2

of error' for cowes III and IV ame given by

IIdi 2 [k 2, F N

P S _ * . " Ng _(3 • •÷I .fP• P CoA ilV (ill-2•

IV2 N- N N 2 N

where k . 35. The probality of vme Is *•" given by

P 1/4l(PI +P + P I
Is P ill i YV

This reiult Is pioll 4 in flu III-I0 vef~is P/N.



FSK Coa. A simplifled diagriaw of the FSK retolver is shown In figure 111-6a.

It Is necessary to examine only the FIrft four sequences of Table I11-1 in arder to calculate

the averse error probability, since the conditional provblillty of error for the lost (ou" sequences

have their Iden;Icol counterpart In the first four seqcences.

,MMM Seuernce. Noise Is the only disturbance In this sequence. The probability

density In the mark and space cwu~mmis are given respectively by1

P(Y1)m.~ - lo(-4- (1l1-23)
2+S

y2 2
P~v ~m'-y

(111-24)

The decision device examines both channels, and a mork or space decision Is mode on the basis

of which chanmel has the largest signal. The conditional probabll~ty of error Is then given as

aveupot ad~OMmn Signals and Noise', McG-aw H! Co. , New yorik, 1958.
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P(s Ix•) f 7- , S 0 ty--) 1 Y2 -Y (111-2
2 2 dY2 dyI

22e

-1 -- P 22

T* 7gf
SMM and SSM Sequence. Noise plus Intersymbol Interference ore present In these

sequences. A decision In this case must be In the presence of thO decaying signal In the space

channel. The condltionJl probability of error Is similar tr ithe previous case, except that the

probability density function of the space channel Is given as

Y 2 Y2 22 Y2 KS

2 • 20 o .. (111-26)

The appropriate amplitude K ,nust be used for each case. The conditional probability of error

is given as
22 2 22 yK

P(SI i- yl +S Y• _ 2 -S2 +K S Y2 KSJOs 2a-j -T ° 22 10 0 7-T- 0 2w2 o
2. C 2° °2

dY 2 dY1 (111-27)

TThese integrals have been sclved In terms 0J Q Functions

f-I P (1 0+ K PP(SI X?) Q[~id1~T
where

Q(, I"• o -jc p••I•= ) dp (111-29)

2

and is tobolatel. 3

2. S. Stein, "Unified Anoarsis of Certain Non-lsal Coih*ent and Nor,-Caherent Binary

Com, unicaticw System', Sylvmna Applied tesorch Labarntn.wy Repor, Decembef-, 1,967.

3. J. I. Marcum and P. Swerll In, *itudlos 4f Trget Detection by .`ufsed Roda', IRE Trotoctlon.
on InfGiaWt T , Vol. IT-6, No. 2, Apri' 1940, p. 727.



MSM SeqvenC*, Examiniation of this seqtience shows +hat intemrsy 4ol Int-terferance

is present In both the maork atod spact channels. A phasor dicigroi of the mrkor chunael. is

shown In fi~ore li0-6b.

The probability density fu~nction Is foinnd to be

k( + .(1K~) m. ' 2w~ -2K -jcos 6

This Integral has not boon evalueted In closed form. However, I! can be evoiuatn4 for the

worst situation where Interferesme In the nvaric channel Is 180 0 ..t af phase with the sigruol.

The cooditianal probability for ?his caste Is

P(S IX4) - Q K (1 2~ 1 KK)+~ iO~ (I K, N

The average error probability for the FSK case Is then given an

since

P(M x) P(s x 1).
The resultant en'cw probability cu;-ve Is shown in ifkuvre 111-l0 u'Icoiir tit kbl*e '~SK'.

PSK (Coherent Det~t:tior) - Case I

1'ý* phasi *Wt icyIng fFSK) ecive ccnsIsts --f a focolly genwated rei'erence

zi~msoI vtý.ch Is com~pared to the recaIved signoi It, a, vryckronot detoct'ax, The ouitput of

the c~*qtctor Is ef~ar a posIkiv* or r4grtve voltoQ* d~mrpisrng on tHe pi-,se -4~ tHe recolved

signal,, vs slicwn in f'tjws ti6-7

The s'iteoami p'uAs w~il *Ithet add con~structively or destru~ctiveliy to th d~git !inder

consideration, td.pndli. ur-ým tho O*sase of the p~revIcuis diqIt. The oamlyils Is silmiir to the

AK madutation came wit the e-Aceptlon tht Ome doclolon thmehod Is st at toro. Only the



first four scqujencie of Table 1lI1- hwe to be examined to calcuicte the condt•toial probability;

a' Li the FSK ccais, the remaining four have Idevtical counterpar•s In ihe first four sequences.

MMM Sequence. Nolis Is the only perturbatlen In this sequence, anl the condl-

tiofll proboblilty c-f error Is given as

P(S 1X 1) w I (- !rJ- 1ii-310

2 L

SMM, SSM Sequences. The tnterforl•n space Is 1800 o. t of phase wAh the mork

6eing exanined for error and ndds 4est--uctlvely to It; Its amplituds !s reduced by . 2S and - 3S

respec-tvely for th, SMM and SSM sequence. The conixtlonal probability of error It glwvn as

P(S~ X 2) 1 r~

. I - rf 0 - ) ý (111-31

P(SIx 3) j

where -4 a appropriate K Is usec for each sequer•co.

MSMI e5uence. Thre torci intersymbol interference for tnis sequence reduces tfie

man•rk ornpiltvde by. i. The r.o;idItlor p•ohabntih of offoo Is qiven as

P(sI X.) ,.-, i. . I
•2

L

The average error pfoboi1ity fex P5K Is

~ b. 4 04 tc rr{fJ-)P " 4 f -erfr /~ ) -,jtj ) ,r p,-,.

ojr*., is Piotted ;n figuto Ii 0 ,^W t:he lobc! MK

for ýClmy tron &t"~Ife 1*q~wn::* Xtw



(MxI)I'P(SI I 0ý a L do~ Kc
2w N -4

Again,~ the appropriate K awat 6e used for each "neque. Thene hItegmrd, cm la tit, AK cas

Mus 60Intspeted nume1c~ally.

T6e ear pobabtl~ty Is the sum 4,; t6. jaint pvbobtlifles

and is 4hw" in figi%* 111-11 under th. label PSK".

PPSK (.!;oh-rA* nt DetectlorO

t0i~fesr**fla Phcie Shift Keying (DPSI') t~onw4Dy irformatiorn by compariml I-e Pfose of

,wi~c.tsive d~gits. A Owns. Mft of I8O3 between two~ dogits m-r~tes a mark ornd 0" phase

ujj;jta apacs. A slh"pllf19d blockc diagram of t1w receiver is iiawrt if' figu-e 11--8.

Vqr 11-0 DP'SK Receiver'

The delay fine a&owve In Ow11ta ýgur ho M dIr of tiet"*i dwtiotn C9 O~w dig~t The dvloa.wi

there is no ph=@s revergl and re~ative* when a ptsiAe rsveoml tvpst



A phosor diagran of the way In which a decision Is reached Is shown In fige 111-9. This

fisgure auiMs tAt* a '

Fiqure !I-9, Phswor D|ogram, Noise Only

mark is used us reference, its phase angle being 0 degrees. When noise ;s considered the reFererco

phasor has an arbitrory phase onn'e Q. If the signal that 2s to be compared to the reference phasor

has a cconponent 180° out of phase with hte reference, as shown in figure 111-9, it will be coonsidered

a space, whereas if it has a oz,-,-'rent vs, phase with the, reference, it will be cu-wi.Wered a mark.

When intersymbol ir.t;rference is taken into ack.,unt, the magnitude of the space ond mark

phWors ore no IoWger equal to S in some cases. When *h mognitude of the reference signai 4;

token to be A - S and the mognitude of the stgrol co¢mpord to the reierence signal ir B X S,

conditional probability of error can be shown to be

P P

4 e + " j " QN' •
PPS2 L{ ' P N

4 10 N

N"* to the only peftrtW~ion #' this cmie t~wf.refm, A =ind S me ealtovr,4t 4o



p
PQW/SSg! *N2

Table 111-1 fIsh the values of A mnd 8 for all the sequences which necessily have to be taken

into Conilerat-i-" oSus ofa' ntenyrmAl interference and noise. Since equatixon 1;1-40 connot De

tolved in c€.--d f*rým for svquences other thon those where A is equal to B, e.g., thli SS$ or VMM

sequences, the other quences must be numericolly :alculoted on a digitol computerOn IBM-A 620

is &Tnpioyec for th.!s purp:.. Thus fr all cases hove beer. so!-ed except f>r the W5S ono MSS

After the •W reminklig cames have been solved, ýhe c•erage ptObili'y of e"r rct. be

calculated by 31rrnp~y o,,'ia thi prababil'ty of er*or for each P ratio.
N

4 C. R.", C(Lht "pfwma.t eif 0ig94' h•ame Modulation CLmvun.ation Syster tm , IRE
Tremctioa oo Communlcation Systens, V*4. CS-7, pp. 3-o, , e959.



TABLE 111-2. PE For All Sequences

Sj~quencel A 81__________ ~E _______P P =41! =1

_ 18N N___ N_ _ N ____

SS1 1 .0676675 1 .00916 .0000250

SSM 1 .7 .1309012 .03785887 .001323732 .c000260192

SMS .7 .8 .1640385 .0544797 .0020831 .00001639

SNWM .7 .9 1453122 0,44 2609 CXT,5026

MSS . 8 I •C0049 .0278943 .0003007 .00000077

MSM .7 .7 .16406295 .054336571 .0021334 .000041786

MMS .9 .8 I193?2 .0289148 .C0M439. -6

M .9 . 09 9895 .0194 O(X'J6

Averoge .1243024 .0339135 0001996
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Discussion of Results

In figure 111-10 the performamne of Ak (coherent and Incoherent detctlori, PPM, FSK and

PSK (coherent and Incoherent detectiorO are compared ;n terms of the average profability of

enter. The pedformonre !t iliustrated by the variatlon among the modulation systems in the dis-

persive chanel along with the perfommnce of these systrnss in the white gaussian noise channel.

In tH.. dIserive chrlmel the perf• •n: Is determined, asuming that the intwsymbol interferene

is detevmlnlst;€ in 1xv cae and random In another.

It ;rs men that AK suffers the greatest performance degradation because the decision threshold

which is maintained at S/i'l is no longer at its optimum level. The performance could be

irmproved somewhat if this level were increased. It is important to note that, in the presence

of intersymfol interference, the performance of AK Is below that of FSK in spite 0• the fact that

coherent detection is used with AK while the FSK 3ystem i% non-cohaerent. The performance AK

with coherent detection and AKI with incoherero .. tection converge In the diqpersive channel

for high signal to noise ratio. The relative degradetitn of PSK Is oppraxlmately 2 clb and slligtly

less than 2 db for FSK. Degradation of PPM is greater than thai rjffered by FSK in spite of the

fact that their performance is identical in the gaussian channel PSK., however, remains superior

to the other modulation types.

In fistu;e III-II, error probabilities ore compared for the same cases os above except that the

phase of the internymbol intmfer'•nce Is taken at mndoli to account for petrse jitter caused by

random variationi of the medium. In this cae, the pevformonce degradation is less than in the

prev;o•s case. This is readily understood by exaO-nlng the past history of m;s and spaces.

Thus, Icr on AK signal, conditional error probability is reduced for three of the sequences if

the intersmywol interference , has is random. These sou.,,,e are MMS, MSS and SMS. For

a PSK signal Oare are two seqrnces (SA•M or Oww, SSM or 0OD) for which the canditional probability

is reduced. AK Is again degrodod to the exte where FSK is ,aperior, the crow-over point occuring



at a P/N of 12 db. FSK opoin remains superior to FSK, AK and PrM.

Information Rate

Another method of comparing communication system performance is given by the rate of

transferred information. Since uncoded systems are being analyzed, the Information rate I,

in the absence of the interference, is equal to the transm'sston rate /1r bits per second. whero

T Is the duration of a digit.

The uncertainty or information loss cased by channel interference Is given by

H(yl = - 2p(x ) P(Yiix,)log2 P(YjY()( ( 1t-4Z

i=1 iml

where x. , transmitted bitI

y. received bit.

The conditional probabilities are effected by the previous Owo oits or digits whether the,

are marks or spaces. Therefor,9 the joint probab;lity P(y,, x;) ;s the turn of joint prcbab; ities

P(Yj, xim) , where m denotes any of the sequences of Toble I with the some lost digit.

K Y.4 
(xi)- 44

P(yilxi) 7 pty P( )
P(x.I ) PIx.) i~l m i m

* The unprime symbols, e.g . , AK, refer to t;gnol plus noise without intersymbol interference. The

prime Ono double prime refer ! the i -ne signal wiA intersymbol interference of a deterministic

phaose (AK') and rridom Ipose (AK'') re spectIvely.



where x transmitted sequence with game lost digit,

P(x m) - probability of X1m sqiuence being transmitted = 1/8,

P(xI) probability of digit xI being transmitted = 1/2.

The rate at which information is being transmitted through the channel is then the received

average information per digit minus the information loss per digit because of channel interference.

The received Information is given by

H -y P(yj) log2 P(y) (III44)

or

HO ( y ,x) log2  P(y., X.).(145
i i

The transferred information rate is then given by

T - H(y) - H(ylx) bits/digit/scond. (111-46)

Tho results at -oro'wn in figure 111-12; the use of Ohe 'ronsinformaticn :rito ior. tn cco.,i-•n

sytem ptrformroce leads to the same results as trosi obtained from the error probability curves

of figures 111-10 aro ,gi-I 1.
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111-2:1 Attenvative UEffcts c4 Re-on L..P cwvna

As a forerunner of a system aMlysis, a pr*iiml'"a| investigation of ottwi•ation both at UHF arn

of C-bond is prewnlv. For this rorg, of froquency and tor the re-entry missions descriSed in Task 1,

tn tranenr fvnetion t the soitntion point radwut. *a &hown In Amwndix

2 .logjG(. 1.686 -1 '1 tan-[ I v&/. db+6db

(1+ V2/;)

A plot of this function ago40, altitude is shown in figure: 11-13for two frequencie. 2. 2 kmc and 220

MC. The piot is indicative of the artencation introduced by the plasna sheath when excited by a

rectangukr slot antenne located ,'ar the stcpgation point. The increased tronsmision at 150,000 ftet is

due to a decreas of ext•rem attenutiom are naturally due to the location of th" antenna nerm the

stagnaton point. A realistic analysis mutt of necessity give similar calculations for different ontenntr

iocatiom. One important conclusion can be drawn from thes results: VHF performs better than S oand

as long as both f•rquerivs wae below p•xima reonance, simply bocause the ratio v/l. is larger lot kover

frequencies. As well known from plar" wove theory, the d.'vr'm uf collision in the plowi.3 ;% measured

by /waond the hiher the collisions the lower the attenuat;on and reflection coefficient of t*e plos.mc

&seath as :',n as W < "p.

Naturol!y, if one is faced with sitilar attenuxtion levels for other antenna Iocations, the cko;c*

of mod.iotion is irrelevant; the only panacea is to select -i suitable modifier (chervlicoi, oerodyryjunic

Cr qlacrotic) whih will rogtore nvI•tls;on. In N,." wworic, Ohw effecti of ploa",a Tadifiew, will be

; nrr*stiqatesd

A prelý..nnary syste'e, c.rlysib wat olqo perfore•do In whici an antenna Ioatkirm r the oft end of the

REV woa anum*d oand compred to the perormance of a sysrme with the wteno Iocoatoe at .* stagnat.ion

ýo*nt for a carrier ffvvuency at 2. 2 Kmc. This analysis gives ain ieigot irto t+e r-,ge of th ottrwotive

effects of " parO.



The Following model was chwsa; to demonstrate the effects of th+ plasma on a transmitted signal:

Model

5-watt transmitter

Optimum 5500 mile trajectory

B = drog coeff icent = 1200

9 = re-entry aoNle - 24. 20

R = effective RFV radius -r 0 'nches

F noise figure = 8, 45 db

Gt = Anten i gain at transmitter - D J&

Gr = Antenna gain at receiver = 48 db

B = .- F Bndwidth, v 1 mc

The above pieonr&eri were used for both antenna locations except For the plaio thicknrws. If

ds is the piosmo rhickneov at ine stagnation, point and 6- "% the platrou tiiicknes at the 3ft end, then

the relation used between do and di ls:

,,a 6 ds

F:vreIts 111-14 and I1-1 show, a comparison of plosn transfer functicin JG( J and sigrvil-to-

noise ralio PE'N VS. alf'tude for the two antenna locct-ons. It - teen from iiese Fi;gurer, that týh system

performance is critically dependent vpos the antenna location, Hence, is accurate piredvction ore to

oe mode about the pivformonce of cornmunicitiorns and Pijveiilance signals, an occurate and ral;stic

, a-entry plarima modol must be obtained at loc-atiam other *on the OatcgntCon point.
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SECTION III

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the present study an attempt has been made ! ? arrive at an accurate model of the re-entry

plasma and its effects on communication and sur-,eillance signals. The study consisted essentially

of three ports.

In the first part calculations were mrde to estabish how the plasma parameters which affect

electromagnetic signals vary during the re-entry course. It was shown that at the stagnation point,

both plasma freq.Asncy and collisin frequency increase rapidly as the vehicle comes down. The

plasma frequency reaches its peak value before the coillisic., frequency. The peak value depends

strongly on the vehicle bal'istic cuefficient and is between 1011 and !012 cycles in all cases. The

plasma si.,th variation with altitude was also calculated and roond to be approximately of t+e order of

5% to 6% of the nose .one radius and increasing with decreasing altitude down to 50,000 feet. The

major limitation of this study lies in the lack of data away frorn the ntagwation point. It is, therefore,

recommended that a similar 3nalysis be performed at other vehicIl positions, taking into account

the non-hcv-ogeneity of te plasmo sheath.

The second part of the study concerned itself with the establishment of a m4xdel of the ccvnnmuni-

cation sfst,w for the plasma sheathed re-entry vehicle to ground path and the obtoirwnent of the effective

transfer furction of this poth. The transfer fKnctiori so obtoined, relates the temporal Fourier

tronsfarms v•f the inpujt antenna field at tho vehicle to that of the radiated field produced. This

transfer function for a linear polarized aperure antenna, coated ":ti U hcomog,, ýs plasmao seath,

for the ctnc o4 a vehicle hav;ing a lig. radius ,4 cirvotre with respect to the operating wavelength

is given by (11-26) or an arbitrary far field point. Far the caow of on onr axis for field point, an

for '*/Up 4-J4 with P soi!l, the "irvsfor futction can be ,educed to the form (11-315. The on

axis -odiarid field is ther given by (11-37) for ny type of modulation of the exciting antena held. Fcr

the cow ut on IF pIlse of carrier frIquency wo and of arbilý,? dura.;on. T, the exoct on axis

ndiiat*d fi ld produced Is c oer, by (11-46). Examinatlon of (11-37) and/cw (!1-46) show that the



radiated field consists of a superposition of camponents of 'ecreasing amplitude corresponding to

successive Interface refloctions in the 'WOO . Each such ccmponent Is identical to that of a wave-

guide of length corrsponding to the number of interface reflections undergone, and of cutoff

frequency equal to the plasma frequency of the sheaih. The exact output of such a waveguide is

determined in Appendix 5, while on approximate form for this output, b"ed on Elliott's

work, is given in Appendix A. For values of time greater than the transit time, a comparison

of the exact and approximate wovigutde outputs for a specific case reveal that the approximate solutions

ore reasonable (seo figure 6, Appendix 5). As such, fer ou/wp > 2 and V small .e approxi-

mate on axis pulse shapes are given by figure 11-2, for a pulbed carrier antenna input. These curves

show that the pulse degradation increases with on increase in plasma sheath thickness, a decrease in

WO/p . and a di'creise in the input pulse duration, T. However, the extent of the correctness of

the shapes of figure 11-2 should be determinecd by a comparison with the exact comp..tations of on

axis radiated pulse, as given by (11-46). This remains to be done.

Additionally, the determination of the radiated pulse for the case of %o/'wp <114/3 and arbitrary

&, remains to be determ1ined by solvi g (11-25) . For the ca'e of high P and wo1wp Z 2 the approximate

on axis pulse shapes cre determined am for no collisions, in accordance with Appendix C of Task li,

which shows that for all other parame, ;, constant a high collision frequency will decrease the pulse

degrodotior.

Based on the overall pxrpose of this program, and the nbove concluslons, it is recommended

thct the fo4iwing ite'ms be included if future efforts are contemplated in this program.

1. Exo4:t on axis radiated ptIse computations ting (11-46) for realistic ranges of W*/' p >"

ond of plowroa shecth thi :kness.

2. A ccsnporison of the exo:t results of I with those using Ohe approximate ilution (figure ti-;.

3. Obtiinment of on axis rcdioted pulse fnr *iw ": and arbitrary v.

4. Exters;on of above esulls to any point in tve radiation field of the vehicle.

5. Extension of above singlh pulse work Oo a t"ain of pulses and also to o",Iml"ue signals.

. 6. Extension of all of Ote okwe findtigs to n,.honmogneous plaolv sheat:,.

• ,•. , m . ,-m -.



With a knowledge of the pulse degradation jndergone in the communication path, the information

transfer con then be determined.

The effects of a plasma medium upon the -,erfoqmanq-e of binary digital signals has been considered

;n Task III. It is shown in figures 111-10 and Il1-1 1 that the performance of all modulotion syste.•s

;s ciagroded with the greatest degradation occurring for AK. TF-,,se calculations illustrate the effect

of the dispersive nature of the plasma and are valid for carrier frequencies greater than the plasma

resonant frequency (f. >•,2 fp). In the vicinity of plasma resonance it will be necessary to determine

the pulse smearing via the work rc'ported in Task II. In the event that the smearing attains an ampli-

tude of one half the signal amplitude, the error probability for some of the modulations considered

will approach a constant value for high signal to noise ratios. This is cau-ed by the fact that the

smearing is exactly at the decision tevel for some sequences.

The effect of attenuation is s:hown in figure Ill- 14 and illustrtes that the signal w;!! be .everely

attenuated. It is important to note that these calculations aie determined for tffe stocgnati:)n poirnt

of the vehicle which is not the most attractive location for the antennot.

Continued investigation i: recommended in the following areas:

1) Determirne !he amujf• . oulse sme.iring ;i the vic,..ity of t+he plasma resonant ,reqvsncy

and its effect upon the various r-odulbtit ns, This t•ll ýhaw if dspersion will mrrely hove the

effect requiring an increase in sigrol to nos$ ratio to attin performrnoce comparable tn a sy tern,

uperating in a non-dispersivi medum, or if diiersion is c•pable of cot'or,*i¢c tysten) ,aegr~dor

ti OIl.

2) Perform an extensive system study lo determine the optrrum o tkoatlon on tW vehAlcle

where signal transmissicn encounters minimurn ulle•vation. Cons*Arention must be given to a

corblnato-n of factors: plasma resonant uvd collision frequences, carrrier rrequencY, pi. rnV-

thick"es6, etc.

T, .termine the perf-,rmonce of arolog tystems.



,,,PENDIX A

Approximate Analysis of Wavep-,de Ou••,t

ComWWi an, *Pulse Waveform R!C!odtlor, due to Dipersion In Wavegulde," by R. S. Elliott

I,- Recent work at The Hollicrafterl Company concerned with the analysis of the tmmission of

pulsed eloch"mznotic energy Owuh diqpmnive meda has ctaed the writers to review the

we& of R. S. Eli;rt. I In this review It was noted that equation (14) of t*at work conto•ns

an error (which has bo, ben trou On th attentIon of R. S. Elliott who agree thot it does exdst).

This eq"Ition uld read

Fft) I2+V (1)

Where

x - A C) C(A2) (2)

Y s(A2 ) - S(A ) (3)

with
A

C'A) *, fc, ("y ) O " sin.Freunel tr0l (c
0

5() f sin (I'y )dy mSine F~~ei Ilntegrali5
0 2

A (6)

a v/

2t' 6

(9)

t' -AL (I1

Equation (1) has also be" d*Iiid Intl-pendily and at about ,e mine time by llhord 0. koc0

of t6 Ra•• ,oon C¢wV-7.



The above Is for an lrput pulsed carrier turned on at time a -T/2 and of durtlon T. For

the sorne pulsed carerw, but trned moat time t a 0, the rsult Is given by (1) wlth X and Y

q;ven by

S C(A;) - C(A;) (11)

Y 0 S(A;) -S(A;)(12 1

Where

A; = --- (13)

x-2

Numerica' computations of (1) using (01) and (I for the cases of a 0, 0.032, 0. 10,

0. 32, 0.50, and 1. 00 are shown In Figure 1, and reveal that these shapes ore practically

identical to those of Elliott except for the large values of a. The computations were perfarmed

using the Fr.vnl Integral Tables of Peorcy. 2 However, examination of these shapes reveals

that an output exists fa- AoL values of time. This abs ,ation, an output occurring priar to an

input, is disquieting since it violates the law of causality.

The reason for this Is that the ui of the opp" rmation of equation (7) of Elliott's popm

for the phase constant P) gives rise to an effective tvanefer fhnction, H(Q , of the wovegulde

optxoximute 4 by

r vo inj14or fifictto, is not physically realizable. This can ba wen very reodily by determining

the output response due to an Inrp Impulse (delta function of a hypothetical block box charac-

terzed by this trioufer function.

This respons, de..gnhted b) h(t)O, is given by the Fourier ansform of the transfer fvmian n3



s±
2W * f du~1  ~(6

lmrt:cn o 03) Into 00, reduction Into onomsetric llcttlo~w, ancd use of Dwght s4 Integrals

858,564 end 858.565 givmt

Inspection of (17) Aowv ta an Otput nxIsth prior to an Input, which Is physicall) Imposible.

Hence the transfer functlai H(QJ given by (5) Is physically rvfrealIzUblo. Us$ of Bode'5

physical realizable criteria to " approximatte tranfer function of (15) also shows It to be

physically nonrmlizabli.

it is inteesting to note that the convolution Integral3 ca•n be ued to detenmlne the outp?4t, f(t),

via integotion in the tine domain, I.*.

f(0 f .(t-r)h(r)dr (10
"ai

weMr e(t - r) a Input to wovepide at timnt t - 7,

h(fr) - response u4 wavegulde to Impulse function (given by (16)).

Equation (110 gives • oe tane rwott for F(t) as given by (1) without iie necevlty of wing

Fo",te and Campbell pair 731. 1.

Since (1) viokt•s tho law of cautowity N• adequacy to .Jiribe the actual Otp of a

wavegulde must krv used with this vlolation in mind. This wituo•t•on Is somveowt similar to

case of the idealized low pas filter7 which predicts an output prior to an Input. The accurocy

with which (1) describes the actual W'put con be doter'i.ed by comparing It with the soltion

obtained by usrig the exact thv'fer function of th6 wovegula. It Is believed "+o this solution

ha not m yet been obtalned Ina closd Farm. Howee, wme work for the case of a stp function

carrier vtllizirrg swqerwlcl inftgtot!* a ofm e ac da fvion of the w evvguide has been



performece for a few specific cons. 8

It is interesting to compare the wayofrrms predicted from this work with those utilizing the

approximate transfer functOn given by (1), For stp function iput oft

e(O) a to ,1n .at I(d p ',

whom I I') is tb step function defined by

1(t) - •1 t>o (c
0 tt<O0 (

the output of a wavegulde cha acterized by the appr oImate tranier function of (IS. viO 0 or

following Elliott, Is

f(t) W iBWo't 1- oerf Z (21)

where it is understood .hat the Imlinmy part of (21) Is to b* taken for f(t), ond with

t- 2L. f2 'BL) (2Z)

where

c 2 "C -223)erfc Zo 7r fl d

Integmation of (23) gives for +e output envelope, F(t),

F1t) 2fO . + (A + S (A') + C(A;) + S(A*) (24)

where A' is given by (13) ond C(A) and S(A) by (4) and (5), respoctively.

Plots of F(t) vio (24) (which is sntitol!y based on Ili;oW"s wo4), ornd of F(t) ('bae oan

Co/k work, Figuvr 3 o 4nd 4o rsfore are Mblown in Figurs 2 . Thew ploft ao #or the

two co.?t

-2 .l,, I 0.875 and - 1O, 1 750

Iva v



WI

who*w A vcum wavelength ofaxctatimnaj- * VO0# om'ed of ight.

T6e work of Cohn luxicafts teb the output Polls strtes pt the time inot L where

Y Veocit FWthe an f Sgure 2,

On o2,40. ThisIs lIn accordance w~n"b v Igo oefront velocity.' The plot, of
vehtemonn lwv

Flo". 2 Indllcat* that th. waveofornm eriv" p'vdlcted using the approximate transfer function of

the waveguide given by (1$ approximates that obtlned via nvnnerlkalI ntegration using the exact

trmmiar hmnctloc of ib. woavegulde quim t.'ell for the time rainge IndkatcAL The -Tvekp for

r< C via thee approxim te ho~'r inctbon Ism nOt hwn but It nwr,-zeoo. Th close ogreemer4

fpfncbonr~favh~pe'icasso n on~ & 'wiete that theuse of the

approxiate tronsfmr fumtctons gives jto approximation for the ojtput wayeferm for the time

roogei avaoiIle for ~mtparWISM Genraimiziru from th.s comparison, oae W'iL~j expeact the WaTe

opprorimottion to bowa good for, the putu~d co'. Input c Ihwere that far t > 1 x h

env iope 4"op. of Figure I ore geQW orv v(Imationi. tc the ot*Pvt puk"e Ohapes of a Wavegulde.

It would be In *rJw, hwwerw to :Olw this gonieraI'ca'loo by oboiunlhv an *Xo~t closed farma

SW@Iuti f. he Pulsed 4aW (1ýJ 5 " c-* 5 0:0 S

,6
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APPENDIX

1. InrodutionExact Analysis of Wavweguide Ou~tp

The classical problem of determining *he transient reosea ofa dl~,eslve emedum (4i10e

a lawless wavegilde supporting a single mode, or an toriundsd laolsse, plasma) due to an lryu#

Piectinsiagnetic pulse has rweeved considerable attention In the t*ecnij; literature doting krm

1%3'D 21-- -10 Intaho, as nood by A. RublnowlenM , this pr*abo Is nomting ma tOwn a

special caow of the emar geineral problem of the soe type, but vA th dissipation inncluded In tOe

m-edium, as origintiy tr.aded by L. brilious'n(20) and A. So.wnrfeod(21 In 1914. This wo&rIrs

outlined In a concise iway In Shroton(24, and sas n',so recently been fully *ot*ete in bookc form

by L. Briiiouln.03) Unfartwitate by, when dissipation Is lnclo.ded. cirnly npprrmimote solutions

have been obtainJ." For the Iona"e case exact solutitmu using cnov~n(l23S61

Fomtrie tr~rowform techniques,3,S6 ) t-. Laplace vn#tocnqes356 1% hae beer

obtained However, most of these are in the fatm of Integrals wh'ich, to-dots, must be Integrated

numeri-clly. As such, rvilu've., tow coemputotions of I.4@~u respors. have beengie.(, I

Howevet, exact solutions in the lomu of a covwvw~nt stui Iave also be ba o(4 )cn a tow

cnmPut~tIone have been mads. (1 Such a solution wms first obtainted by A. RubinowIci. (4) it

ej. 1 rea~vl ,Vo.i., ; - .v of A. Rvblnowicz( 4Ohas boon sadly overlooded by

all following American auttbors, re.&.tltr'vj in tVieir us* of nw..pmk! !nfowra1)on.

S:nce this 'Wegt.~tou' Is todious, ap~Oasnt@ 9olutior have been sought(16,17.19) which

uie a ttv*. tivim Taylor serlo approximotion of the phase factor. WIth thils appraulmotaton a

closed lamq solution In tew" of well kNmfown irctions It obained anvd an overall 1,.ight Into the

effoct, of pulse odegadeon an the vwaiovs pormu~eters Is pro'vk4d (wee, fur exorV4s,4. S. i.W7.

However, It has Mt*4ii#y Soen Ovovn" th4at the above finheo Toyler series of the phase factor

jgivs rime to -a outp.4 wsich violotes zavxlity, since **e hassle- fvnctlon asoclat'd wl Athe

approadmak Oe s phc k faft physlcoily xxmweaizvbIe. HeW-e*D ell themW oW WoxINe solution

we. hverect. H~ww~, twas oWiMhote soluflo'um tl ve wa 11Wt 1 e~sotit the Fulm

4j*Wfk h M be asjtlpats4, as will be discusssd.



Now, although an exact solution Is avoilale in a closed fcwm of a convergent m, the

ietfocm used to obtain this solution Is somewhat difficult, th-tgh c',ever. The present paper

gives on exact oolutlun to thb outpO response In torsms of u convergent erias of Bessel functions

whch Is of a simpler lam than that obtoaned t,-cdaotfs! ond whiclh Is obtained In a very str.•lnit-

forword manner using the Lapliveo thvnofnw method Th Is ione lr/ flrst considering the special

caso of a zero order Desel type pulse as the input. Examination of the resultant output for this

case and a comparison of that obtained by direct use of Laplace transform tables then suggests

a method to be '*,d for the arbitrary puled input cost. This evthod is to Initially expand to

pulsed carrier In term- of Uesl functicmn, prior to taking tf5 Laplace transform. The use of the

tranirer func-ton of the medium, and tfmen the obtainment of the Inverie Laplace transform to

give the output is then readily performed.

Computatios of the resultant output using 01,4 solution are then mode. A particular case

already computed by meam of numerical inurration(O) is considered to serve as a check on the

solution. A comparison of the exact pulse output via the metiod of this paper a'dJ those obtained

using the available 4nowImate methods (17, re then made and me geflizations regarding

the adequacy of the approximate solutilon are given.

S.e Appendis 4.



II. Formal s.-.,tion

a. Reduction of Problem to a Hypothetical Block Box

Consider either a lousless unbounded piasma medium or a mneched (or Infinitely long) 1o1less

wavegulde. it Is well known that a steady state signal of frequency v propmaies through such a

tMedium as I in tha forward a direction (a time dependence of *i4 Is, understooc . The fdctor

} • (i) Is the propagation factor given by

v(1) P,,) O

++ ,-,,,w J s> _w2,,..,,. .

where the plus square rcvts are understood, and with w being the plasma frequency of the plasma or
p

the cutoff frequency of the waveguldeY Equation (1) states that for frequencies lI I < w the wave
IP

undergoes pure attenuationp whereas for frequencies Iu I > w It undergoes pure phase shift (note the

phase Is delayed for w > wp and advanced foru_ -w t < as shown In Fig. I , which is a universa-l

curve of

Thus, if E,(u) is the stcady state Input at some arbitrary point (say a - 0) In tW* medium, thert

at an arbitrary distance a w L down -he medium , the steady state output, Eo(w) - will be

(Z EoW(,) " S" Ie () . EI (W)

The medium can be thought ef as a hypothetical black box, having a transfer function, G(lw) , lefined

by

(3) G(ji) 8 Eo (u, .. - 1(w) L
El ('.)

Since this function Is linear (I.e., Independent of the magnitude of the fleWdl superposition opplIes.

As such, for an aibitrary Input, e1(t) , t.e output at the distao"e a - L, oo(t), Is, via the Fourier

"FiW th*e gu cas, It Is assurt, 4 that the propoeaflon owcuru only In the domn. 4-+n o.ode, arnd
that is the cutoff frequency of thls mode. Th'. ax.sumption Is reasorable, since a typical pulsed
carrieF has ns frequency spectrum centermd entlivey cbclut the carrier frequency, s%, at which the wave-
gulie Isllavarlablf detigned tc opimts.



or real fquency dam•nl.

(0 e(0 -(0 U ,(W) .'4t &

where ; lubiste Fowlier tmnlarm -# he Inpu

From (1) and (3) the triufer fnflon become

r -(WJ ro 2
(6 G(Ou)

where the plus square reots av ui.€derstcod.

Now, since th~s trahofer fixctic It physically realizable, the Laplace tradorm and the

complsx frequency domaln can also be used to 0 Vmn the outWt. TIh

C~~ ~ .0 t c+ I( j e

0' 2v

whgre"'1' is the inywrve operator dfined by the r;ght hond side of (7) and ii(O) ' ths Laplace transform

of the I fut

qv

and G(4is 'tho froafer function In the complex fv. s4., .. 1, piorv. G(j Is formally ubtalned

by replacAiN Im by 9 In (6), glvIng

(101 G(N-



The transfer function G(s) given by (10) Is double valued, and since It represents a physically

rnitizoble transfer function, it must be "Ise single valued. This Is done by Insisting thqt when

s It pure Imaginary (I. e,, , rhen s" -, ..< u < .o) that O() reduces to (6). To accomplish

this we write

and let

(12) z- iu - re11 ,--w/2 < 1 <3/2w

(13) s+ 1wp- r2e01 '2, -3/2w0 <2 W/2

which defines r1 , r* •' and #2" The complex, s pla.we Is depicted In Figure 2 and defines tIese branches

"'f + u . Equations (I Z and (13) Imply that a branch cut has been mode along the wu jxls
p

between the two branch points ju and -Iw., as shown In Fig. 2. That this branch cut Is physically
.p p

valid can be r'onfirmed by allowing s I- 1 and showing that G(s) reduces to (6), I.e., provides pure

attenuation for l6l< w , pure phase lead foru < -u and pure phase lag fort w> WP this Is shown

In Appendix I. It Is Important to note that the only branches of that will satisfy the physical

conditions of (6) are those defined by (12 and (13) . Having now det•mined the appropriate branch

cut and branches of • s2 + •2, the problem of determining the output respo*ns of the dispersiv medium.

has been reduced to that of a hypothetical black box, depicted In Fig. 3, which has a transfer functicm

G(O given by (10) with (1:0 and (13). The output for a given Input Is then 6btalned from (6).e

*It should be noted here that the Input at a - 0 can be any component of either electric or magnetic
field (for example, either Ex, Ey, Ea, Hx, Hy, or Hi in rectangular coordinates) and that the output
Is the some component but at the distance • - L and at a later time. Regardless of which component is
considered, each has the same transfer function. However, th,., does not Imply that the output of all
the field components will be the same, since th , Laplace transforms of these Inputs are not, In general,
the some. For example, If Eu Is specified as the input, then al' the other Input field components Coe
determined from It via Maxwells equations an'4 the amuwed propagation and, In geeral, their transforms
will not equal the transform of Ea. As such, from (9) it fc-Ilows tht, In general, the outputs of these
field components will not be equal to t"at of the Ea output.



b. Response due to an Input beoel Ty Puets

Before proceedlnci to the coa of a pulsed carrier, It Is Instrutive to consider the case of a zero

order Bessel type pulse as the Input. Thus, let

(14) el(t) - I(t) .11(ý Y )

where 1(t) Is the unit step function (1 (t) .0 t <0, 1 (t) -1 t> 0). Equatton (14 represents a zero order

Bessel pulse r' "frequency" w turned on at time t 0 at the point a-0. Use of (S, then gives forP

the cotresponding output at the distance a - L

This result Is obtained in Appendix i using a formal Integration In the complex s plane with

G() defined by (10) with (1i and (13). It Is Important to note hem that the some result can be

obtained Using tables of Laplace transforms , and that this rasult Is Independent of how the branches

of S + W 2 ore defined and what branch cut is used. Therefore, In the problem at hand, In going

from G(iu) to G(O, It suffices to show that G(s) can be written as (10) without violating any physical

conditions (as has been done). Once this has been done, one can Ignore how the branches ore defined

and realo vse of Laplace transform tables directly. Thus, for any other type of inputG(4 can be taken

solely as (10) without use of (12) and (13) and the output can oe ottalned via (4 and Laplace transform

tables. This observation greatly simplifies the obtainment of the output for the pulsed carrier case, as will be

ishown.

Another Interestlag feature xA :'I Is that the outpo arrives after a time delay %f i/c In accordance

with the mnaning of wave front velocity(22

io6



Another Importart observation for this special zero order Bessel type pulse cao Is that when !; is

F$ssed through tle hypothaticao block box choracierI~ed by G(s), its output is an exact inverse, wh:rh

Is tNbulated. This sarves as a suggestive clue that --.-,y Input should be express•: In some form of Bessel

type tirrae functlunt prior to taking tre Input trnnsform, so aj to obtain or outpWt transform having a

PWWSýOj~ I ,Vr*..

C. Response due to a Pulsed Carrier

Let the Input field be given by

(16) @1 (t) E. [(t) - I(ý-T)1 In%t

which rep'esents a carrier of ang•.1cr frequenc, w tuned on &t time 9 - 0 and off at time t - T. The

carrilr frequency, u , and the duratlon of the pulse, T, are arbitrary. It is meen froom (16) that the Input
a

puise consists of two step furorton cot~ers

17 e(t) = ei ItW + ei2'4)

where

(10 e11't - 1(t) E sIn ht

o1Ž e,(t) ""t - E sIn w t

To f ind e (0) 1! Is ererl Y necessary 1 qf r!~~ the CO"GIXei x ng tu A 010

am•d to 01  . , e., e(t) ,nd super mpos thso ctpats (0,(t) -,W + 9. 2 (t) t Ositmom being

yalid, * txe ire item , ns r Cc~sider f'rst ri c-i * t J From, It fci

WýIch fron (0 bqectcmýs

(2 1) *0 (1 P L.*0'c'
w* f1"

01



jerore tok-Ing the. trunuform (22)p On accordatnce ~vith the P.~4ýýsfIon Offerod by the lost ractlon

on tfh, zero j.r I.-. type pull*# # th me hs wove Is expretod Ir terms of g..,. Functions wal#V th

"nso

which Is valid for oil 0. Now, let

(24) w a wt
p

(25) cot 0

Fo o> wp 0 mutt~ 6ourm Imcq-3rvwmy, 0 a, an i" o obo Therefore,

so

(26) sin u a,2 A-~ J I

(27)2t+);]i

c~p

Fet(27) A" d(6 , ,~~fn;~ ~ b~~

T~evkdb t of A123 tar 0 pte Imgirurnmty isv~ show Ign Ap o~r m~it retn

cc 9 /sjW

WI A

n 0



*~~~ J ()j (.t) .St dt(34 "(j a Jo 1(t) j2, p• .p

-hlch is, via Trbles 27 )

(33) ;,( = (O 2 2&1. )>-

Use of (33), (31), and (10), in (8) then gives for the output

L o/2+ n2 t÷

Interchanging the Inverse and summation operations, and use of the inverse trosform via Ohio o (28

o , ( ) 2n+)2 • 2,-."'. N,-L / )=

a- 22r+-I

•Jves

--5 -"-;z- -." ,(t) 2E LC- L"/c (-i A2 j. .. ' 2n1 ('2 2/LC

n,•
where t ;nt defi(ad b- (21 'd. Equoflon (v361 is OfP 0* x.,tp,.nt re y, of the dwoLrslv* med0u, duo

for al! vol•,% o# tV

As a p-.'1lol check &W (36) 1! Is soonl rp,'0 (,ý' r+ dc tic' (11 isr-. ii . A~diticwwfy,

for w ' ('36) ocamo

4."c lt) " [ - '. !o

n V

cu t-hgvi d ( ia Nck wi 1t *,--Ir*dLiV F"x t kxj. /Al w ml K mi0 0 o



An ft( Vs)2+ / 2 for io'g a, I. . , fori P pproachingziwim, in (34 )

Another pcrtial check is obtained by allowing t to 2pprooch Infinity, for which the ouW~u

iuhold becion. the steady state ~cvalm.

TO find the mitput, %2(0 , coresponding io the Input, 12'' the wom procedue Is used,

and wmownts to changIrg the afflyal time fromi i/c to L/c + T, and cha"tIng the sign of E 0from

plusto mlnu,. Homee,

The ~t ptlso it flhn given by

(38b 0 t) W' oý + %(

and to the coutput corrvipandir%; ?a the IW putplsed carrier of (1g.

Ill. Numrlecal Results

Us. of (34 e)c on~i; ~th output rosponeo of the diperuive 'wwdiuw1 due. to an input step function

to be conmpuIteia For eats of cavmputof Ion i[ats written lo, ths nonnollzml, cw vnivenal, fatwi

(30, f 2 1t xl ,) -fAp 2
0 n 0

Where

(4a) -r~

P P 'V0/ O

Is 4. .!64Ctvic.3 ienqW+ 01 the MWJTAi ,- -;t' ~'*-f bo'mq t~e w~rveieroti, In fret

spoce 9 rrpond! nw to PKecuf 4 r.r Zsý p :Km ý -, in O,j9 we %/1 (he -atio of

cmvior to p~.% (,-v cutoMt hfr.q ncy) *+OlcS OP~ tetytwu An Owt also thwoqI



9 p, and LA., which appears through Op. The Ind•,pendent variable is I.

To obtain a partial check on thie solution, given by (39), for the coae of an Input step Function

carrier, the case (Case I of Wo/up = 1.10, and L/Avo - 0. 875 (coresmoding to Op " 5, C0 was

computed. This case was .,reviously considered by Cohn(6%, up to values of 7 a 3 using numiorical

integration of the Inverse Fourier transfo'm of t e outpvtj (4, Computations of (39) were made

using existing tables cl the bessel functions(29) (30) and were performed on a Friden calculating

machine. A minimum of six values of 7, were taken for each cycle of oscillation. The number of

terms needed to close the *um (39) to five significant figure accuracy for any particular value of -

was approximately Op%,O/Ul. The computations were done up to 7T, 8 and are shown In Figure 4.

The steady stite output (sin [uot - P•'a L] - sin [iO/9pQrp(T• - q / ) J ) is also Icwn

In Figure 4. Cohn's results are also sAawn in Figure 4. It Is men that his results and those obtained

via (39) are substantially Identical. Examination of Figure 4 shows that for this case, the output

starts with smaller Initial amplitude and a higher instantaneous frequency than the cr-responlfng

steady state values. For later values of time (r" w 4 tc 3ý the output almost coincides w th the *4ody

state. For still higherTr the output ,ubstantially coincides with the steady state. Howevere

It Is noted that forarrd 8 the negative peak exceeds -1 sllghtlyr Indicating that perhaps for

large -rt some oscillation about steady state may occur. Eventually, for large time, -r >,> I,

the stoady state will be reached. Exactly how large T must be to reach steady state remains.

to be determined from further computations and/ar examination of (39).

The output for Case I was also computed' using the expression obtained by Rublnowtcz(4)

and exact agreement with the tesults of (39)were obtained.

-in the process of this specific comjpvtat-,o It was noted that the terms In the sum of Rubinowlcz
(in particular, equation (164 of Gojewkl15) for Rubinowicz's result was usecd and thcse of t0 - result
of $'is paper (equation (39)) were num'erically Identical. This observation caused one to suspect
th. Identity of the terms of these sw.; for any general case. This Identity Is established In Appendix
4. Hence, the work reported here, using a relatively simple straightforward application of the
Laplace trar"m method, also serves to validate the original earlier (and sadly overloooke*wk of
RublnowlczV".



A more practical case, Case II, was also computed. For this case, th,% length of the medimn

was held fixed at LAvo -3.58 and three values of carrier frequency, corresponding to d/Wp-

1. 50, 1. 00, and 0. 95, were considered.

These cases correspond respectively to operation above, at, and below plasma resoxince

(cutoff). Tha computations were performed as In Case I, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

For the case u0 /u p - 1.50 the output behaves in a manner similar to Case 1, namely the Initial

amplitude Is smaller and the initial instantaneous frequency Is higher than the steady state values.

Computations were only mode up to T 0 1. 60; however, ;t Is anticipated that both the amplitude

and Instantaneous frequency will approach their steady state value for Increasing -rT as In Case

I. Then for larger *r, the s•oady state will be reached.

For operation at plasma resc•mance (cutofl), to - up, It Is seen that the initial amplitude and

frequency are again lower and higher rtspectively, than the steady state and even more so than for

the case above plasm'7 r'sonance. Vius, the envelope of the output for this case will require more

time to reoch steady state than for operation above cuto I, e.j more envelope distortion occurs,

as can be anticipated. For 7r >> 1 the steady state (sin ut - sin Qpr) will be approached.

For operation below plasmc- -esonance (cutoff), o/u p - 0. 95, the output starts out wiAt a

much larger amplitude than its corresponding steady state value (E11 W e"a!(u°) sin uot -

*-* (go) sin (u0Op 7/W~) who-.O OC(Wd - U-ii 2 gp.(y u`/w ý

lEsl n 0. 001), but ooin with a higher instantaneo'us frequency tlian the steady state value.

From the above computations, one is tempted to make the following generallzatiansi for

operation above plasma resonance (cutoff) the outiput response of a lossless unbounded plasma

(waveguide) to a step function envelope carrier ;nitiolly hcs a smaller amplitude and a larger

instantaneous frequency than its corresponding steady i.ate vilue. Both the amplitude and

frequency of the output then approach the steady state value until this steady state Is attained.

For oFeration at plasma resonance (cutoff) the behavior is, in gonemal, the same as above

cutaff, but Is more extrome1 I. e., both the amplItude onw Insntankneou Frequency change



more rapidly giving rise to more envelope distortion. Below cutoff, the output again has a higher

instantaneous frequency than the steady state output, but the initial amplitudes ore much larger

than that ir, steady state. Those generalizations shculd be confirmed, however, by fuirter work.

Comparison of Exact and Approximate Envelope Solutions

As mentioned in the introduction, the fact that the problem of propagation of pulsed

electrrn•agnetic waves in dispersive media has been mostly treated in such a way as to end up

with integral expressions for the output which, to-date, have required tedious numerical Integration,

has caused approximate solutions to be sought. A concise closed form approximate solution for th* case of

a pulsed carrier (of carrier frequncy uo > up) has been given by R. S. EIIott(14 ,(24) by using a

three term Taylor series appro ...-:tion of the phuse factor. The solution obtained Is in terms of

well-known and tabulated FResnel integrals and presents an overall insight into the dependence of

prise distortion as a function of the parameters involved. However, the transfer function cisociated

w~th the approximate phase factor is non-realizable and the output obtained violates causolity(24)

Despite this, the use of the cpproximate solution for times, t, greater than the transit time, t/c,

(I. e., for T - t/(L/c) > 1) may be used tc, obtain an approximate eitimate of the resultant envelope

for the case of a step function carrier input, as revealed by the following comparison with the corres-

ponding exci envelope.

If the input to the lossless plasma or waveguide is given by (1%, the output envelope, F(M)

|fi()I, using a three term Taylor series approximution for the phase factor is following ?Elliott,

given by equation (2Q of reference 24. Plots of this envelope and also of the exact envelope

(obtained by connecting maximum points of the Instantaneous output given by exact solution (39)

via Figure 4) am shown In Figure 6 for the conditions of Case I. This flgve reveals that the

approximate solution givcs th, general behavior cf the output envelope for the stop function Input
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Case fairly welll? tenditg to ocillate Samtwht about the eact onvelope.

IV. Canduslons

The oxrt output response of a Iosse. un.-bouned plasma (or losuless waveguide) to a step

function carrier has been found in the form of a convergent serloie of Bessel functlo.u, as given

by (39). This expressioa is valid for all values of time, all carrier frequencies and all plasma

parmetrs. The solution Indicates that the cutput response always commences at the transit

time L/c with zero amplitude. Using this expression, calculations of the output response due to

a stop function carrier for several cases were mode. From those computatlons the following

generalizations are suggested: for carrier frequencies above plasma resonance (cutoff) the output

response Initially has a smaller amplitude and a larger Instantaneous frequency than its correspon-

ding steady state value. Both the amplitude and frequency then, somewhat directly, approach

the steady state value until this steady state Is reached. Exa'tly at rlamm resonance (cutoff) the

output Is, In genoal, the same as above cutoff, but Is more extreme, since the amplitude Is even

smaller and the Instantaneous frequency even higher, than the corresponding steady stute, giving

rise to rnoo severe envelope distortion.

*However, such may not, In general, be true for the case of a pulse input of duration T, as con
be anticipated by the following considerations. A pulse input of duration T can be thought of as two
step function inputs spaced T aport in time and of opposite polarity, as given by (16). The output
pulse is then the sum of the two responses to thee step functions, as given by (386). In most
practical cases T will be large enough so that the output response due to the first step function input
will have reached iN steOdy4tote by the time L'c + 1T; at this instant tWe output response due to the
second step function commences. As ;een from the above computations of the exact response due to
a step function carrier, the Initial amplitude can approach unity (the steady state value for o > Wp)
even after only a few cycles. Thus, if the time d-iration of the input pslse, T, is such that the

steady state output of the first step function adds in phase with the initial output of the second step
function, a peak value of -7 con be reached at times corresponding to a few cycIIs post T + ./c.
Thus, a symmetrical output, as is always predicted by the approximate solution, (i7) ,(24) will not,
In getoral, be obtained. Additiona!ly, from the foregoing, a critical dependence of amplitude
%hope on T. after the time T + L/c can be anticipated. In a practical ser.se, however, it may be
argued that since the peaks which may occur at times greater than T + I/c will last only during
the transit time of the output (corresponding to the second Input stop functior) after which time the
output k zer, and since thit transit time will probably be orders of magnitude below T, then all
amplitu•e changes which occur at the end of the time T + L/c will be very rapid - so rapid as to
have a freqency spectrum much broader than the bandwidth of the system used to propage the undis-
tarted pulses of dur'tlon T. As such, this critical rapid ampilhlte variation of the trailing edge of
the output pulse will probably net be"men by the system.
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For the carrier frequi.icy below cutoff, the initiaJ output 1% much higher in amplitude than its

coresponjiop• vea'i, state value, but ogai r he •nstar•aneous frequency is higher than the carriet,

frequency.

A comxrorkon of available approximate solutions with the exoat solution here obtained for the

outpit,due to an input step function carrier, reveals thct ½' time grerjer than the transit time

(t > L/c) tha e.ivelope con be predicted fairly well using thiese former :oi,,iows. Howeve-. ior

the case of on electrcnognetic puls of djration T the sari'e will, .n jenerol, not be tru1e. If,

howeverf, T is mucý larger than the transit time, (the times requireJ (ar ,he step function ýe.ponsel

ro reach their steady state) then in a practical system (one which is designed .e hovei oandwidths

only wide enough fo occonmodato proga!ion of the undistcowtead pulse) even Wen tho approximote

solution may suffice to describe the output envelope 0een' by the sý.,em for times greoter thon

L/C. All these generaviiotlon. would, however, have to be verifled by further worIC



APPENDIX 3-1

e, we four ronger of a to be exam:nedi

$<Go< so; III 0 0<v ._0 < 0) IV, -W _<. _

P -In region 1,* v/2,Omv/2, rmW&.- 1 , r2 0 w +I 0 j1 )/2

6) 2 .1 w/12 f,; _ -w 7 - 2 0 F1  2.? Therefore fraom
p p Pp

-I (L/0)•1 - W I
(10) of the sjxt, in range i, G(v - e p which agrees with (6) of the text. In

a simlinr way for region iV, # -v/2, 0 ?r,,2, r w + iwI, W lul-u and G(s) reduces to
2 P p

1 lr 2, 4)2 r - .Ir 2 in•+u and
the ine form as for region I. For region P,, v/, w/2,r

G(N becom~es GO- e'~ 1 NL ' c p wh ch agrees with (6)1 similarly, for region Ili,

-1 ""-v/2, 0 2-v/2, r1 SW + 1Wl, rT - Iiw 1) gi•ing thb =nme result for G(s) as In -eglon

2 2
II. Thus, the seiection of (OZ and (13) o( the text which Identify the branch*& of f 2 + W-

P

reduces to the necesny physical form when s- jw, Justifying th;i choice of branch cut.



APPENDIX B-

(V •
From (14) of the text, the Laplace transform of the tero ardr Besel puls i., via Tables

2,,,.) ,(t) ."ON ,.r
op

Fron (7) nd (100) c the text, the output for thli case Is then

1 c+1.0 -(L/c) 32 + W 2

"(2." Z 0(t) f ' - . do C >0

where the branches of 2 are defined by (14 and (13) of the text. The Integral along

the Bromwlch contour, BI, defined by (2. Z is evaluated by considering the closed con, tours def ired

in Fig. 2. Iv and using the residue theoraomr. This method Is well known and will only be outlined

heo%. Comider first the closed conteur C to the lef of B . The closed contour CL Is definea as

L I I L
is j + + f fiJ f + j 4 j v'h~ere is~ i for a fin*4@ 1, and 52 listhe

CL I' ' F 2+f3 'J .2 5 6

ctI-ockwise 4urnb*ll type contour around the bronJ'h cut and b'inch >. Since thrre

are no residuai withNn C, W. 0 J ++ ÷ + + j + J , Now, - n - ,n
L 1 2 3 "5 6 8' 3 4

as R---* *ordfor t> I /c ItIs easy toshow iwti-v +j +Jf + I'vanish. Hence,
S5 1 *6 b"2 "2

Ne,,t cocsIder Ow closed contour to the rl; it or , C

Clcvrly, 9 - 0, since there are no rvi•dus wI.n C Hence, ac0 +

CR
For t <L/c ond as , Rt w con 15 Ovown fr• oa -- 0 hence, - 0 for t L Lc.

arc

Thus, from these two closed contot, cases onm c{r, write

S2

44'- •



where B lIsthe ;auntor clockwise dumbell coantour around the branch cut, and + 2'I

defined by (124 and (13) of the tex.. Y.,Ijuat (2.3}, the Integral Is broken up Into Its four

parts, the two circles on the top mWl bottom of the durnbeli contour, ond the two straight IN.*

components to the left and right of the brinch cut. Ir this Integration the radius of the circles must

be ilowed to approach some, ond as this io done the two Intogmtfer. a'oh .. a.I elrele ventM.

This leaves the two side hItegols as sh n In Fig. 2. l b. On te right and left tides i - 1,
1# 1/2 12/do-, '4d' i, 0 #72/whomr, au w-wad r W+m

On the :ghtside =-.-/'2and • 20 Y/2, hence, F pWP2  2 _ Or. the left aide

as the point of Integrotion moves r .und th. upper branch point, *02 alters InfInltosleN•oiy, whereos

Jncrisors by 2w; hence, hew. #1 r 3/2w, *2 +/.Hneo telf

- T2- w2" . Thus (2.3) becam "s

1&u' (ic + V~iC) W, ut(.) ot,.I (t- Vc)_ •P .1 +w • p a ,,6

(2. V ~ f +___e dn ~
0J

which can be expreed as

(A..5) so (t) - (t - L/c) t(t ; L:j

woer%

0 P

after mc• rt the uboti/titlon sin Q w au- ng 2ymmWy. Tho intworal I t, L/) Is krx ( 31 )

giving

(22 *(t) - I (t -L/c) j 2 _ TL 2/, 2



APPENDIX £-

To prove tihe validity of (23) of the text, use Is made of the generating function for the

BesmsI functiont. Th.s34

3 l) * (pJo•w) + ÷ [ ÷(-n) r' ] J,4(w)

n-!

where t con be any number, real w complex, ex:i, 'Ing t - 0.

Let a be a real posltlve number and lIt

(3. ' tmje0

whcý 13 then nonzero for all such (j. S•kst:Itzt.on of (3. Z) irao (3. 1) , seporcating both sides

into real nnd Iraginory parts, br-akIng up 1he resulting sum Into a sum over odd and even

Intejers, and then *quotlng the real and rlma;nlry portv -, both sides, rospectlveiy, gives

(3.3 ) co((w cosh, o - Jo(w) + 2 ,- (-, cosf(2n a) J- (W,

n"l

nJ 2

n 0

Eqaton (3. 4) Is (23) of .•o te,.t for Q - o, va its ct' o t4o direct substitutlon ,• Q - jo In

(2-3) tO' .•t, which glvos W- V,, 0 Yeu:'.

4



Appendix -

This appendix will establlsh the term by term Identity of (39) of the text with the

result obtained by 'tlkinowleu which Is

wherpj 0Jil/wl an 4(1,Jf+1) /fr.-I) With

02 1I/2
To - (L/v) /(L/C - M I/Ado" A 1j A - / -?/

With o- group velocity at the carrier Frequency.

If In (4-1) one lot n - m-I/2, then one notes by comparing the rewlting sum wIth (39)

of th. text, that If

(4-a 2 cosh(2nl) ao- yo(" ) + YO(2n+l)

the nth term of each sum will be identical. In (4-Z o Is determlned by (29) of t6 text ar6

>. Up. Inspection of (4-* reveals that It will certainly be satisfied If yo - ea. Fromthe

above definition of yo In terms of-rr yo"{[ 1 +(1- 2W) / Li - (1 ?.1 /, )1/3)1/
Then on using (2" of the text In the Form up/,o - 2/(,+ 0-•O) , direct sOtltutlon gives

T*o M e° Hence, (4-1) Is term by term Identical to (30 of the text. However, Equation

(39)1I somewhat simpler In Form, due to the conclsones of the hyperbolic function term.

The above tom by term Identity holds as welI for U_< up. For this•c1 s the Facor

cosh(2n+l) a In (39) of the text becomes cos(2n+l) 0 where cot 0 wb/uOp. For term by term

"equlty of (4-1) and (3A of the text, the relation 2 cos(201) 0 T ,2n+i + yo'(2 n+i) must

hold. This will be t;ve if ly.1 "0. Followlng t•e procedng dlrec-t sb•titutblommad noting

that For _< u*,&, < Is ghivn by - I 2/w 2 -1) -2 "d Obtain y o"-" en. •,- ,

*9) of *,A text and (4-1) ant hm by Iem Identloal f all values of

120



It Is rwKw very worthiwhile to roote tlsot 01-1) , and hence (39) of the text, can also be

wrltte in a somowh~,t diffeevwnt form~ (for wo > Wdw,',ch huppan% to be more rapdl~y convergent

Stime~s co .espon~trg to -T> ', (TO is coliled t~he arrIvo'. of the main wui as was noted by

P4 1mm roc x. Thust usllin (3 Q) and (4-i1) onie f Irst notes that the ste!;4 state wav. can be

written (!s

(4 -3 S' I t 2 i(~ LmsrV I(W0 te ýQ'T 247 Ti ~~v/

1.1m[~'~ [(j + (WrY'

Adding crpd s&;bthcf't- ':a 4tocidy 3ttjte wav o 1 4-1) fvýen givef the eq-1volont f-ym,

(4~4 - S 2~v () j (g T2 )Y-m (Ym-m\ - a-

In pfrmtiN. t~la comp~Autie'n of (H, ,Y o3Acf '11e vtokI (cq (4~ -) iiX J ke .jied fcwr I <. T T0

urilf(S-4) fr ','ý orquickest c 6rvjergow. Equotý(-n (4-~4) ciari c4( I.>*~.4~ ee

,ý*dv -ýo afi fH~ tie O' stoody state valoie FC4 on Xtl parKt M'vet 04 1 '2 uJfor CW -' P
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APPENDIX C

Extension of Elliott's A Aroximote Pulse D~radation Arlyss; to High Colision Caoe

For the case of high collisions, by which is meant

(1) v/•> >

and

( , 2 >>
P

the relative dielectric constant of the plasma becomes

(3) . 2 /V-

and the factor b becomes

hence, 1612 <(< I aný the runrtion of 9(14 becomes

w (51 (i.0 the s e (Ir ' t" • ' iq..

which is the some form (Equation (Hl-354 of Task II of the te.•t) for the case v 0 and u- 2 . except that 6 is

nhw complex. Nea ectlrn k/2 o% compared to unity then corre3ponds to a sirgle traversa! of the sheath with

a pouse Wift of = O(W d. FcI-,wing Elliott and expanding I in a finitii Taylor series about 'he carrier g;ves

2

were now j it given by

[",lotINNu;,) •(o, O(•o i $ ý•uo c,O •s

(0 Nw O(Wo)h;ghm collision L. 0

-:,oIh$;on 0



2

high coltlliiot v 0

where fcr the co!lisioiless case

S~p"

hevce, the factor t#G°) d kxr te high cliuskon "ase con 6A wr'tten r.
2

high collision

where .ts the equivuiert plasma tf icknes. f' the hiqh cisow cose, but having the some* dislortion factcr

(i. e. , the some l'/o) as for •*hv cacst v 10 Acri is qgvern by

2

(13) ,4=-1/4 '$- d

It con 6e shown by qoing through an identicol proýess as for thP case V = wvith 4'. giver- by !' 1) t•at

the resulting ou. ` Foar Nhis case is the some C- e. , ki given by % of Appenrd'x A) Lut wi.h d replaced rvy It4'

Thus, the output pulse shapes aroý as given in figure • r' Appendix A were 'in th! panrametor a the length Ltf

is used instead of d for the plavna thickness. New, since for c iven value of d A high ilion [< «<d

it 4 seen that for a given ratio of operating to plasma frequency (o0 /tp and o giveo plasma td7ciesi, d, the

value of the poarameter a (si.nce a it reploced by L1O will effectively decreese for the high collision case, rind

he-nce less pwlse degrodotion will tccu., in accordrance with fiGure I of Appendix A.



APPE74DiX D

The expreision for the magnitude of the transfer function, (N(O

1!G( I--I.

can be simplified if the antenna is located near tho stagnation point. Then, the relative dielectric

constant

0 2/02

has a highly neg itive real part for the re-enti'y missions described in Task I and covering frequency

range (200 MC to 2000 MC.) As c result, the folioin, inequality holds

2 2,,,

- I >>1

(he inrex of refraction n "simplifiei to

- Li/2 ian-(,/ca I
('1 +-2/7~~/,.!4

The arg'jmeit of the trigoncmnetric function ir, i'he deriomir, eor of G(&1 becomes

-- 2 Ae-""v L 4-e 1/4 e

(c is 0-,e speed of light in vacuum)•

For the re-entry missions un6er study, it can be s&hwn that Gff4 can be greatly simplified because

the following ineuvolities are fulfilled,



0 4/c

(1+1,2/wý1/4

y.ieding for $ denominator oý G(J:

~ 2.- (-t2//w)i/

The okxwve expresison in de~c6.bes is

~w

(bj~v2/u2)1/42


